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IN BOB Collier’s most recent Chamber 
Viewpoint, he reflected in the context 
of diversification that oil & gas would 
be around for a long time. 

In the month of Offshore Europe it feels 
right to reflect further. 

My first comment on this is that using the 
term oil & gas in a standalone context is too 
simple for planning purposes - the sector 
isn’t a group of businesses that are all the 
same. 

I am also keen to use the term “cluster” 
rather than sector.

Those in the cluster understand that we 
have different elements of strength, for 
example a strong community of operators, 
multinational large contracting companies, 
specialist contractors and a wider supply 
chain including business/financial services 
and education/training providers. 

Therefore I would assert that we need to 
plan based around different lifecycles and 
requirements for each part of the cluster. 

Firstly, operators and licensees will stay 
here as long as the basic economics works 
for them. 

That element of the cluster is effectively a 
commodity-based industry and we have 
seen that behaviour illustrated a number of 
times. 

Within that community the business 
models vary and so, as those supporting 
the industry, we shouldn’t think of them as 
being all the same either. 

The supply chain is different again and it 
is entirely possible that long after UKCS 
production slows this will remain, again in 
different forms. 

The key to how long the industry dwells 
in its current form will be a function of 
how much we need UKCS production and 
how well we work as a base for large and 
small supply chain companies to operate 
internationally. 

I’d suggest that infrastructure, air and 
digital connectivity is critical to our future 
as a way to anchor our supply chain here 
as a global base. It is at this point I move 
to diversification, which was Bob’s second 
point.

We don’t need to diversify into sectors 
like food & drink, tourism and life sciences 
– these sectors already exist and need 
support to prosper. 

We need to work out how these sectors 
grow and continue to excel but on a larger 
scale. 

Where we require more considered 
intervention is around diversification in the 
oil & gas supply chain cluster. 

As part of research we are undertaking, 
I have been reviewing evidence on what 
happens to clusters over time. 

In short, our oil & gas supply chain has seen 
two of the four possible phases of a cluster: 

• Phase 1: The Hero Phase 
(entrepreneurship) 

• Phase 2: Maturity (economies of scale).

The real question is whether the cluster 
will move to “Decline” (phase 3a) and then 
to “Museum” (phase 4) phase, or realise a 
“renaissance” (phase 3b).  

To realise a “Renaissance” requires new 
technologies and a breed of new firms, 
possibly adopting oil & gas technologies 
and ways of working in new sectors. 

Evidence shows that clusters closest 
to political power are likely to fail and 
those that are dynamic reach out to 
international markets and seek 
new skills and ideas. 

My conclusion is therefore 
the future of the cluster is in 
our own hands. 

If we simply do what we 
have done in the past, the 
cluster will decline. 

The most important role 
government can play is to 
make our region an attractive 
place to be. 

What happens next is up to you, 
but for my part I am too young to 
live in a Museum.

Chamber 
Viewpoint

Museum or 
Renaissance?
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Premier
Partners

We thank our Premier Partners 
for their continued support of 
the Chamber.

Want to learn more?
Contact Liam Smyth, Membership Director
T 01224 343920
E liam.smyth@agcc.co.uk
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“I don't think any 
industry now offers 
you a job for life but 
I think we can argue 
that what we do offer 
is skills for life”
Deirdre Michie
Chief executive,
Oil and Gas UK
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Energy 
Feature

Room for 
optimism in oil 
& gas sector
WHEN Deirdre Michie took over as 
chief executive of Oil & Gas UK earlier 
this year, the industry was in a pretty 
depressed state. 

The oil price was less than half it had been 
little more than six months earlier, production 
costs had soared, efficiency had nosedived, 
thousands of jobs were being shed and the 
tax regime was far from ideal.

Now however, although she makes no bones 
about the fact there are challenging times 
ahead and we are not out of the woods yet, 
she feels there is room for optimism.

She is able to give examples of the 
significant steps being taken to safeguard 
the long term future of the UK North Sea 
and of the real commitment of companies 
to address, rather than just talk about, the 
problems.

She points out that when lifting costs 
doubled to $30 a barrel and production 
efficiency dropped from 80% to 60% (of 
maximum production potential), oil was at 
$110 and even then it was realised that action 
had to be taken. 

However the price plunge sharpened the 
focus dramatically.

"The industry looked at itself in the mirror 
and saw this was not sustainable," she said. 
"I think it took a while for people to take it 
seriously because we have been here before 
and the oil price usually gets us out of it.

"However I think it's different this time 
because the efficiencies it needs to 
challenge are more fundamental and we are 
operating in a basin in a much later stage of 
maturity. 

“We can't just rely on the oil price getting us 
out of this and, anyway, the oil price is not 
looking like it's going north any time soon."

She said recent positives included the setting 
up of the OGA (see feature on page 20) and 
the Treasury's commitment to working with 
them to consult further around exploration 
and decommissioning infrastructure.

"Key for us is having a competitive basin 
where people want to come and invest. 

“Making sure there is a stable fiscal regime 
with a reducing tax burden is really 
important and that is why the further 
extension of the investment allowance in the 
recent Budget was also really welcome.

"We aren't sitting back and doing nothing. 
We are taking charge of our own destiny. 

“We can't control the oil price but we can 
control our efficiency and our cost base."

She said companies were having to take 
difficult decisions in what continues to be 
a challenging time for the sector and job 
losses were unfortunately a consequence of 
the drive to be more efficient. 

However she said that operators and 
contractors were now also starting to put in 
place interesting, innovative and sustainable 
measures to ensure the sector can continue 
to support jobs, energy security and exports 
across the UK in the long-term

Nexen, for example, looked at how the Sky 
cycling team's "aggregation of marginal 
gains" helped bring Olympic and Tour 
de France domination and engaged its 

“It's different this 
time because the 
efficiencies it needs 
to challenge are 
more fundamental”

In 2014, capital 
investment in the 
UK offshore oil 
and gas industry 
was £14.8billion

The industry 
spent £9.6billion 
operating its 
assets

The industry paid 
£4.7billion in 
production taxes 
in 2013/14

Difficulty leads to 
opportunity

BRIAN WILSON

Page 26
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 workforce to identify potential marginal 
gains. That helped increase wrench time by 
40%.

Centrica held a "hackathon" of ideas with 
suppliers aimed at reducing the costs on 
projects and generated scores of possibilities 
by sharing their challenges with supply 
chain firms to see how they can help them 
improve efficiency.  

Hackathons were pioneered by software 
and hardware developers who successfully 
collaborated on projects.

Total is improving the efficiency of its UKCS 
field operations by encouraging offshore 
teams to use visualisation techniques to help 
improve the process of planning operations 
and maintenance activities. 

This encourages increased input and 
participation of supervisors, technicians 
and operators and has achieved a 12% 
improvement in the completion of planned 
tasks in its first three months.

"In the last Oil & Gas UK Business Sentiment 
Index people were starting to say they were 
seeing the impact of the cost reductions 
and the efficiency improvements coming 
through and we think that towards the end 
of the year that will translate into signs of the 
lifting costs coming down as a result."

There is also a drive towards good practice 
in areas such as the efficient execution of 
planned maintenance shutdowns.

The oil and gas industry has looked to 
the automotive and aero industries where 
individual companies have improved their 
positions by moving from competitive 
advantage to cooperative advantage.

"If we want to make a step change as an 
industry and individual companies want 
to make a step change we have to come 
together to do that work."

A cost efficiency taskforce has been set up 
to look at business process, standardisation 

and simplification and culture and 
behaviours.  

In all these areas, rather than trying to take 
the whole industry with them on new ideas, 
they will be looking for early adopters to 
lead the way and build up a compelling 
momentum.

She insists UK oil & gas is far from a sunset 
industry and offers huge potential for the 
next generation - her own sons are studying 
chemical engineering.

"There are hundreds of thousands of highly 
skilled jobs. The career that you can have 
coming into this industry is incredibly 
diverse.  

“One  thing I think we have to remind 
ourselves is that of course, while much of the 
opportunity is in highly technical engineering 
there is also a huge variety of other roles 
including commercial, procurement, finance, 
HR  which offer equally interesting and 
challenging careers.

"I don't think any industry now offers you a 
job for life but I think we can argue that what 
we do offer is skills for life.

"You can come in confident that you will 
get good training, good exposure, be 
challenged, be well skilled and with skills you 
can take you into other areas. 

“There are lots of other sectors attracted by 
the skills this industry has generated. 

“Come in confident that there is a great job 
and career for you, wherever it may take 
you.”

Energy 
Feature

“We need leadership at 
all levels in the industry 
and I’m determined 
that the OGA will be a 
catalyst for change.”

The sector 
supports around 
450,000 jobs

The industry 
operates around 
475 offshore 
installations,

The industry 
operates 10,000 
kilometres of 
pipelines
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News

Queen of Shops tops business dinner
MARY Portas is to be the headline speaker at the established Northsound Radio 
Business Dinner on November 12.

Widely recognised as the UK’s foremost authority on retail and brand 
communication, and crowned  “Queen of Shops” by the British media, Mary 
Portas  will give the Aberdeen business community an insight into her career 
when she appears at the dinner at the Marcliffe at Pitfodels.

Mary began her retail career at Harrods and Topshop, before joining Harvey 
Nichols, where she progressed to the board as creative director in 1989.  

She was credited with leading its transformation of the firm becoming 
established as a world renowned fashion store.  

In 1997 she launched her own agency, Yellowdoor, which made its mark in the 
creative advertising landscape, producing category challenging campaigns 
and championing brand development for clients including Clarks, Louis Vuitton, 
Oasis, Swarovski, Dunhill, among many others. 

In January 2013 she re-launched her agency as Portas with a new offer reflecting 
today's retail landscape, and how consumers behave today.

Inspired by her weekly "Shop!" column in the Telegraph Magazine, Mary began 
her television career in 2007 when her efforts to rescue failing independent 
boutiques were documented by the BBC2 series Mary Queen of Shops.  

The show was nominated for two Royal Television Society Awards and a BAFTA.

Mary Portas is speaking at this 
year's Northsound dinner

10
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Princess opens Sir Ian Wood Building
HRH The Princess Royal opened a new building in 
Robert Gordon University (RGU) containing state of the 
art teaching and research facilities when she visited the 
university this summer. 

The Princess Royal toured the new £120million Garthdee 
campus development and named the Sir Ian Wood Building 
which provides an outstanding educational environment for 
students. 

It has formal and informal learning spaces and houses the 
university’s School of Engineering, School of Computing 
Science and Digital Media, School of Pharmacy and Life 
Science as well as its new library and research institutes. 

Professor Ferdinand von Prondzynski, principal and vice 
chancellor of the university, said: “We are extremely grateful 
for the important role which Sir Ian Wood has played in 
the development of the university over many years, for 
his leadership in the oil & gas industry, and for his role in 
building a sustainable future for the North-east of Scotland. 

“Naming the building in his honour is a lasting legacy of the 
major contribution which Sir Ian has made to the university 
in terms of his time, advice and investment, and of his 
leadership in the region.”

The university has invested millions of pounds in its 
Garthdee campus masterplan development and now 
boasts some of the best teaching and research facilities 
for professionals in pharmacy, engineering, computing, 
business and health.

Sir Ian Wood is the current chancellor of RGU and was 
appointed to the position in 2004.

Sir Ian Wood and HRH The Princess Royal

11
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ADIL demand
INDEPENDENT energy consultancy ADIL’s operations and improvements team 
has secured contracts totalling nearly £500,000 in the last quarter.

The company, which has offices in Aberdeen and London, has experienced a 
consistent demand for services in production operations support, transition 
planning and management, as well as technical safety support for production 
restarts on assets in the North Sea. 

In addition to securing long-term contracts to support to clients across the 
North Sea, ADIL has also provided peer review and technical authoring services 
contracts to companies across the UK.

The move reflects the continued focus on operational efficiency across the 
sector, according to managing director James Paton.

“Despite the combination of high operational costs with a low oil price, there 
remains a priority for operators and supply chain companies to ensure they are 
safely delivering production at a high operating efficiency.  

“Our operations and improvements team is set up to help them achieve this." 

James Paton
managing director,
ADIL

Health research award
ACADEMICS and health 
professionals who have been 
investigating the health of 
homeless patients in Aberdeen 
have collected an award for the 
best research abstract presented 
at a large NHS Scotland event in 
Glasgow. 

Out of a total of 59 presentations, 
a team of Robert Gordon 
University (RGU) researchers 
and NHS Grampian staff won the 
award for the “person-centred 
care” category. 

The collaborative research 
involved researchers from RGU, 
Marywell Homeless Healthcare 
Centre Aberdeen and Aberdeen 
City Community Health 
Partnership. 

Principal Investigator Dr Vibhu 
Paudyal received the award 
on behalf of the research team 
which comprised Professor 
Derek Stewart, Dr Katie MacLure, 
Dr Carol Buchanan, Ms Liz Wilson 
and Ms Joan MacLeod.

P&J launches The Big Game
THE Press and Journal has 
signed an agreement with the 
Scottish Highland Football 
League (SHFL) giving them 
exclusive rights to video and 
hosting of match day highlights.

"The Big Game" will showcase 
some of the best action from the 
weekend’s SHFL fixtures.

Available on The Press and 
Journal website (www.
pressandjournal.co.uk), The Big 
Game will be posted weekly 
and is an hour-long video 
including match day highlights, 
manager and player reaction and 
independent analysis from one 
of the Highland League’s best 
known faces, Dave Edwards.

The Press and Journal online 
editor Martin Little said: “The 
Highland League has thousands 
of dedicated fans who follow 
their club week in, week out.  

“We want to bring them the very 
best coverage of the league they 
love, from match reports and 
analysis to reaction and video 
highlights."

Data centre access
BRIGHTSOLID, the cloud hosting 
and data centre service provider, 
has formed a partnership with 
Converged Communications 
Limited, the Aberdeen-based 
integrated communications 
company.

The partnership benefits the 
Aberdeen business community by 
enabling all Converged customers 
to access brightsolid’s new data 
centre via Converged’s core 
network, with the ability to also 
acquire brightsolid hosting services 
through Converged. 

brightsolid customers will benefit 
from easy access to any of 
Converged services, including voice 
over IP (VoIP) communications from 
the facility. 

brightsolid is part of the DC 
Thomson Group and will open its 
Aberdeen Data Centre on October 1.

Converged has recently become 
part of the Aberdeen CORE project 
that is installing a Gigabit speed 
fibre network in Aberdeen.  

12
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Adding an extra 
dimension

3D PRINTING technology is 
destined to transform almost 
every major industry and change 
the way we live, work, and play in 
the future.

The global industry is expected to 
grow from $3.07billion in 2013 to more 
than $21billion in worldwide revenue by 
2020, and Robert Gordon University is 
in the forefront of taking advantage of 
the potential of the technology which 
has the ability to create everything from 
body parts and knitwear to prosthetics 
and oil platform equipment.

Daniel Sutherland, course leader in 
3D Product Design at Grays School of 
Art, explained: "One of the common 
difficulties in the last 30 years in terms 
of manufacturing is that it has always 
been so expensive to produce objects 
because of the tooling costs involved.

"3D printing, as it grows and expands, 
represents a real opportunity for people 
to produce bespoke objects at very 
little cost.

"It means single objects, or 'batch 
runs' of designs can be produced 
and printed immediately and you 
don't have to create large volumes of 
products based on the tooling that you 
commission. 

“There are several different levels here 
and that is what is so exciting about 3D 
printing.

"It is not exclusive to companies. 

“Anyone can get access to 3D printing. 
In the next 30 seconds I could go on 
the internet and download a model 
which someone else has made and 
print it at one of the print bureaus in 
Aberdeen.  

“An example of this might be a bespoke 
case for my iPhone. 

“It is possible to buy a 3D printer and 
stick it on your desktop for as little as 
£350 and it will print out a plastic ABS 
part.

"That cost can rise to £250,000 where 
you're looking at printing machines 
which work in metals and not just 
plastics and it is that sort of technology 
from which companies in the oil and 
gas industry could really start to see 
benefits."

He said that innovative sectors like 
Formula 1 are constantly designing and 
engineering new parts to try to improve 
the performance of cars and that can 
be costly and time consuming.

"With the advent of rapid prototyping 
(fast fabrication of a scale model of a 
physical part or assembly using three-

“It represents huge 
potential for engineers in 
Aberdeen to design things 
which are completely 
different to anything that 
has been designed before”
Daniel Sutherland,
Course leader in 3D product 
design,
Gray's School of Art

CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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The Aberdeen firm has already 
completed a number of projects 
including printing a full-colour 3D 
seabed model for Schlumberger 
and a bespoke clamp for a subsea 
ROV operator.  

"3D printing has enabled the 
clamp to be designed in a way 
which previously would have 
been very difficult and time 
consuming to machine,” said Paul 
Gallacher, director of business 
development. 

“With cost savings pushing the 
industry to look for modern 
effective solutions, I think there is 
scope for different applications 
where possible, reducing the 
requirement for diver intervention, 
corrosion management and time.

"Designers can now start thinking 
in innovative ways because what 
we can print now would have 
been impossible to manufacture 
previously.

"We are working on a number 
of confidential projects, printing 

in metal, which are considered 
potential game changers for the 
oil and gas industry because they 
could not have been done before. 
We can print a variety of different 
metals including 316L, 17-4ph and 
titanium.

"It is a very exciting business 
and our commercial 3D print 
bureau allows companies to 
invest in rapid prototyping and 
manufacturing at a cost-effective 
level.

"We support not only oil & gas 
but other sectors as well, and we 
have access to a range of printers 
because one of the challenges 
is to match the right machine 
along with the right substrate for 
the right application and some 
of the printers cost in excess of 
£300,000.

"We are aiming to achieve the 
right mix of devices to support 
both the academic and the 
commercial world."

Paul Gallacher
director of business development,
Jasmine Holding Group

“We are working on a 
number of confidential 
projects, printing 
in metal, which are 
considered potential 
game changers for the 
oil and gas industry 
because they could not 
have been done before”
Paul Gallacher,
director of business 
development,
Jasmine Holding Group

AB3D is a new venture, part of the Jasmine Holdings group, 
established specifically to capitalise on the opportunities 
which 3D printing is creating.
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Full-colour 3D seabed model 
produced for Schlumberger

dimensional computer aided design 
data) they can simply design a part, 
print it in either high durable plastic 
or metal, stick it on the car and run it 
round the track and gather data on the 
performance of the car instantly."

He said the growing interest in 
the technology in the North Sea is 
accelerating with the heightening need 
for increased efficiency and reduced 
costs.

For example one subsea company 
recently commissioned a part to 
improve the performance of a remotely 
operated vehicle and once printed, 
it was fitted and testing started 
immediately.

3D printing can also eliminate 
restrictions associated with traditional 
manufacturing.

"In traditional manufacturing, an item 
might be made up of many individual 
parts which restricts the way it is able 
to operate. 

“With rapid prototyping, because it 
is a single 3D model, the object can 
actually function, fluctuate and move 
in an entirely different way depending 
on the materials that it is printed from, 
and in a way that wouldn't be possible 
through a combination of connected 
parts.

"It represents huge potential for 
engineers in Aberdeen to design 
things which are completely different 
to anything that has been designed 
before.

"It is not yet widespread but it is 
growing and I believe that within the 
next five years, its use will explode."

Robert Gordon University is already 
actively influencing the development 
of 3D technology both within industry 
and education and is currently looking 
at ways to help develop it and make it 
available to create objects in materials 
ranging from ceramics to high grade 
titanium for industrial use.

“3D printing … 
represents a real 
opportunity for 
people to produce 
bespoke objects at 
very little cost”
Daniel Sutherland
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Expansion southwards
STEWART Milne Group is bolstering the commercial team in its Central Scotland 
homes division to support its growth plans across the region.

It is currently recruiting for six new posts including two quantity surveyors, two 
buyers and two apprentice quantity surveyors to be based in its Uddingston and 
Edinburgh offices.

Stewart Milne Group is one of only 16 house builders in the UK to be awarded five 
star status this year. 

The group is implementing a sustained programme of growth across its homes 
divisions to meet market demand and expects to create more than 200 new 
posts during the course of 2015 in its homes and timber systems divisions.

Jonathan Fair, Stewart Milne Homes Central Scotland managing director, said: 
“Central Scotland is a key market for us and we continue to invest in our teams as 
they bring exciting new developments forward to meet demand for the range of 
high-quality homes that we provide."

—
Energy outlook improving
OIL & Gas UK’s Business Sentiment Index for the second quarter of 2015 shows 
that the UK oil and gas industry remains fragile but that companies’ outlook is 
improving. 

Pessimism has moderated with respondents returning a score of minus 27 on a 
-50/+50 scale, up four points from minus 31 reported by the survey in the first 
quarter of the year.

As a tool to capture a quarterly snapshot of the industry mood, the Business 
Sentiment Index measures a number of economic indicators including business 
confidence, activity levels, business revenue, investment and employment with a 
higher rating (above zero) indicating a more positive outlook and a lower rating 
(below zero) expressing a more negative opinion.

Oonagh Werngren, Oil & Gas UK’s operations director, said: “While the overall 
index remains in negative territory for the fourth quarter in a row, this slight 
improvement in mood is the first upward movement we have seen since Q1 2013. 

“On one hand, a large number of companies are concerned about a further 
decline in activity, the challenge of managing costs and how these factors will 
impact employment. 

“On the other hand, a few respondents have reported higher activity than in 
the first quarter which may be due to preparations for the annual summer 
maintenance programmes when activity levels traditionally increase on the UK 
Continental Shelf.

“Another reason for the modest improvement in mood is that a number of 
companies have already put significant effort into tackling cost and improving 
efficiency and are beginning to see the impact of these efforts."

—
Top courier
THISTLE Couriers on Greenwell Road, part of the UK’s largest independent 
parcel network APC Overnight, has been named the number one courier by 
independent wine merchants nationwide for the second successive year. 

Almost half of respondents to the Wine Merchant magazine’s survey stated that 
they would recommend APC Overnight, as the company was singled out for its 
performance on meeting next day delivery targets - delivering stock on time and 
in full. 

Jonathan Fair, 
Central Scotland managing director,
Stewart Milne Homes
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“We put out a number 
of quite challenging 
commitments to 
deliver this year and 
on the great majority 
we are fully on track”
Andy Samuel
Chief executive,
Oil and Gas Authority
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Oil and Gas 
Authority is 
“fully on track”
THE new Oil and Gas Authority, a 
cornerstone of Sir Ian Wood's review 
into maximising recovery of the UK's oil 
and gas, is now operational and making 
rapid progress.

When he was appointed, chief executive 
Andy Samuel laid out three key priorities 
- building his team, establishing the right 
quality of relationships and getting into 
action. All three are now well underway.

His leadership team is in place and his staff in 
Aberdeen and London will number no more 
than 179 in total.

"It seems a bit of a quirky number but myself 
and our HR director came up with a resource 
plan and that was the total," he said.

"Because our mission is large, there is a risk 
that we fall into what I would call 'mission 
creep' and I am adamant that we will provide 
brilliant value for money and I'd rather have 
fewer and very good people and be really 
focused and prioritise on what we do.”

Having held senior positions, he already had 
high quality relationships within the oil & 
gas industry and he has built on these and 
strengthened relations with government 
departments including the Treasury.

"The OGA will be an independent 
government-owned company so there is a 
lot of new governance and processes to put 
in place. We have made excellent progress 
on that.

"As early as February I laid out our priorities 
in our 'Call to Action' document which I think 
was pretty well received by industry. 

“We put out a number of quite challenging 
commitments to deliver this year and on the 
great majority we are fully on track.

"We will give a full update at Offshore 
Europe but, for example, we said we would 
focus on protecting critical infrastructure."

He said an example of that was that the 
OGA had been invited by the five different 

groups of operators involved in a key 
onshore terminal to facilitate a way forward 
to safeguard its future.

"The commercial agreements there were put 
in place in a different era when things were 
less complex. 

“We have been welcomed by operators, 
some good principles have been established 
and there is a forward plan on this 
groundbreaking work.”

When the Energy Bill is enacted, the OGA 
will have enhanced powers but he said: 
"We are very keen to recognise the balance 
between sanctions and rewards so we 
are absolutely focused on working with 
industry to achieve greater value through 
cooperation.

"Through the MER (Maximising Economic 
Recovery) definition, we have established 
some principles and importantly we are 
not setting ourselves up with powers which 
could force companies to invest. 

“That would actually run the risk of turning 
away investors who would be worried about 
an overbearing regulatory regime.

"However if companies do not operate in 
line with the MER UK strategy, then we have 
sanctions we can apply. 

“We would start with, for example, 
improvement notices and we have the 
power to fine up to £1million. 

“Ultimately we have licence revocation - 
which we have always had - but we would 
much rather companies look at their 
portfolios and if it is not the right fit for them, 
find ways of letting others onto the licence 
who want to invest.”

He said one of the keys to success will be 
maximising the use of data and ensuring it is 
available to all those who might benefit from 
it.

"I was delighted when, as part of the 
£1.3billion package of measures announced 

What the OGA does
It works with the 
government and 
industry to make 
sure that the UK gets 
maximum economic 
benefit from its oil 
and gas reserves

Statoil

THE BRIGHTEST 
STAR?
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 in the March Budget, we were allocated 
£20million to go and acquire primary seismic 
data," he said.

WesternGeco has already won the contract 
and is carrying out work in the Rockall area, 
with seismic data also now being gathered in 
the Mid North Sea High area.

"It's been a great team effort between 
OGA and Oil & Gas UK, the industry trade 
association. 

“We have had secondees from industry, 
along with experts from industry joining 
the virtual team and they have all 
pulled together and the feedback from 
WesternGeco was that the clarity of what 
we asked for was exceptional which made it 
easier for them to give us what we wanted.

"We would like to share with industry around 
Offshore Europe our plan for future licensing 
rounds which will obviously build on these 

areas and also continue with existing areas 
trying to make as much good acreage 
available to industry.”

He said other areas they were focused on 
included decommissioning and production 
efficiency and the best solutions to all the 
challenges lay in good leadership and a 
cultural change in behaviour. 

Collaboration between the Government, 
regulator and industry was also vital.

“The UK Continental Shelf remains a world-
class hydrocarbon province where significant 
volumes of oil and gas and economic value 
remain.

“To realise this potential a cultural and 
behavioural shift is needed. 

“We need leadership at all levels in the 
industry and I’m determined that the OGA 
will be a catalyst for change.”

“We need leadership 
at all levels in the 
industry and I’m 
determined that 
the OGA will be a 
catalyst for change”
Andy Samuel

Energy 
feature

Responsibilities
The OGA is responsible for regulating offshore and onshore oil and gas operations in 
the UK. This includes:

• Oil and gas licencing

• Oil and gas exploration and production

• Oil and gas fields and wells

• Oil and gas infrastructure

• Carbon capture and storage (CCS) licensing

The OGA's "Call to Action"
Andy Samuel’s report, Call to Action: The Oil and 
Gas Authority Commission 2015, identifies the 
two key risks facing the industry and issues an 
urgent ‘call to action’ on the immediate measures 
industry, Government and the OGA must take to 
protect this critical UK sector. The OGA will be a 
catalyst for change and a facilitator of action, driving 
performance and removing unnecessary barriers to 
help protect the current production base and secure 
a positive future for the UK oil and gas industry. But 
the OGA cannot achieve these outcomes in isolation. 
Now is the time for tripartite dialogue and action to 
become a reality and for industry, Government and 
the OGA to demonstrate leadership and focus on 
delivery.

Read it at bit.ly/1KDM6x7
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How strong is 
your business 
continuity plan?

It is often said that 80% of 
businesses affected by a major 
incident close within 18 months. 
While this is much debated, it 
certainly makes you stop and 
think about whether your business 
would be able to survive a disaster.

No matter the size, every business 
could experience an incident that 
affects its continuity such as a fire, 
a key member of staff leaving, data 
corruption, losing a main supplier or 
breach of confidentiality. 

I have found that an initial detailed 
approach to the identification of risks 
and their effects is the basis of a solid 
business continuity plan. 

Creating a documented plan can be an 
intense process, but once it is in place it 
gives a roadmap to recovery. 

Having seen the benefit of a well-
defined plan during an incident, it is 
clear that it streamlines the response 
and reduces the overall stress to the 
organisation and its employees. 

The ideal situation is where a client 
would never experience the effects of 
an incident as the process of restoration 
is seamless. 

Unfortunately, delays or lack of 
planning for such incidents could mean 
loss of orders, clients, reputation or 
business closure.

To build a strong plan, it is important 
to identify the preventative measures 
already in place for each risk and if 
there are none, agree how to fill the 
gaps. 

In addition to this, the business needs 
to look at both short and long term 
recovery should an incident occur 
along with realistic recovery times. 

Facing the potential of long recovery 
periods can be the moment of truth 
and often motivates businesses 
to review and strengthen their 
preventative actions. 

It is vital to have a clear command 
structure and defined ownership. 

I have always found teamwork to 
be helpful in preparing the plan as it 
allows the business to tap into all the 
resources that are available and share 
the workload. 

Testing the plan is a way of challenging 
and improving the responses and some 
clients may request this as a way of 
assessing its validity. 

Virtual, tabletop or physical tests can 
be designed for each stage of the plan.

It is important to have regular reviews 
of the plan and update it as the 
business grows and develops. 

Even relatively small details such as 
having correct contact numbers can 
be vital if you are dealing with an 
emergency.

Risk-based thinking will form part 
of the ISO 9001:2015 revision and 
continuity planning is increasingly part 
of PQQ and tender applications. 

Therefore, having a solid plan in place 
can also increase tender scores and 
give current and potential clients 
confidence in the strength of the 
business.

By Eileen Baird,
quality & business consultant,
Quality System Scotland

Opinion
Eileen Baird
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Business
Bites

FORGET, for the moment at least, 
the downturn in the North Sea 
and the local implications that 
flow from an oil price that is likely 
to remain roughly where it is now 
for some time to come. 

Offshore Europe represents the timely 
opportunity for the North Sea-based 
industry to showcase its products and 
services to the world. 

The activity around the event confirms 
that there are still plenty of major 
investments in the global industry 
which need the expertise that has 
been accumulated here. 

I happen to be writing this in Baku, a 
city to which many Aberdonians need 
no introduction.  

It’s a few years since I was here and the 
transformation is astonishing as the 
country’s oil and gas wealth has been 
translated into a showcase capital city. 

But the immediately pertinent point 
is that Azerbaijan alone, according 
to UKTI, is offering £11billion worth 
of export opportunities to British 
companies over the next few years, 
as production of both oil and gas 
continue to expand.  

This is a market in which there has 
been a long-term strategy of working 
closely with government to put our 
companies in pole position, and it has 
worked.

Just as in the late 1990s, companies 
which have grown up on the back 
of the North Sea now have to 
internationalise their outlooks.  

Offshore Europe - for which the oil and 
gas world comes to Aberdeen - is the 
ideal place to do it.  

There is plenty of advice and support 
available but the key factor is the 
mindset of the companies themselves 
in accepting new challenges.

Government can certainly help.  A 
few months ago, UK Export Finance 
announced a line of credit worth up 
to $1billion to support our companies 
in Mexico as it expands its offshore 
exploration programme. 

The Mexican government was party to 
the agreement, so they want the UK 
industry to be there.  

Announcements of this kind are fine 
but it will be interesting to track how 
much of this facility is taken up and by 
whom.

UK Export Finance is the revamped 
version of the old ECGD (Export 
Credits Guarantee Department) and 
is trying to be more user-friendly and 
particularly to send out the message 
that it can support SMEs as well as 
the big companies, particularly in the 
construction and defence sectors, 
with which its predecessor was mainly 
associated.  

There is an office in Scotland, 
embedded within SDI, and it has a key 
role to play in supporting our oil and 
gas sector as companies seek out new 
global markets.  

It also looks as if the oil and gas team 
in UKTI will be protected from the 
latest round of cutbacks – and so it 
should be at this difficult time for the 
industry.

But difficulty also leads to 
opportunities.  

Once companies start to think in 
terms of exporting their products and 
services, or expanding them into more 
challenging markets, they rarely look 
back.  

That is the spirit in which Offshore 
Europe 2015 should be approached 
and there will be many positive 
outcomes as a result.

Difficulty leads 
to opportunity
by Brian Wilson

Brian Wilson 
looks at the 
issues facing 
North-east 
business. A 
journalist and 
former Labour 
MP, he held five 
ministerial posts 
including UK 
Energy Minister. 
He is now a 
UK Business 
Ambassador, 
and chairman 
of Harris Tweed 
Hebrides
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Encouraging business into arts
TOTAL investment in culture through Arts & Business Scotland’s New Arts Sponsorship (NAS) 
grants programme has now exceeded £7million.

The NAS initiative which encourages new business sponsorship of arts, heritage and cultural 
activity is now in its 10th year.

Grants manager for Arts & Business Scotland Carl Watt said: “The success of the New Arts 
Sponsorship programme has surpassed all expectations and we’re delighted that we have 
created a match-funding scheme with such longevity. 

“To have exceeded £7million of investment into cultural activity is an impressive milestone 
and clearly illustrates an appetite within Scotland for the business sector to support a thriving 
creative industry.”

The NAS scheme supports creative activity in Scotland by match-funding private sector 
sponsorship from a business which has either never sponsored the arts before or hasn’t done 
so in the last three financial years. 

Match-funding can be against sponsorship ranging from £1,000 to £40,000. 

The scheme is funded by the Scottish Government which has so far injected over £3million into 
the initiative since its inception in 2006. 

The £7million mark was reached following a grant awarded to NOISE (New Opera in Scotland 
Events) for £2,000 after it received sponsorship from the Kidbrooke Group for Hirda.

Hirda is a new opera inspired by the songs, stories, history and heritage of the Shetland Isles 
and is a collaboration between Shetland fiddler and composer Chris Stout, classical composer 
Gareth Williams, and librettist Sian Evans. 

Oilfield services braced 
for ripple effect

GEOFF JACOBS, KPMG
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Rotary prepares for centenary celebrations
THE Rotary Club of Aberdeen is celebrating its centenary next year. 

The club was formed in April 1916 when 24 members of the town’s business 
community gathered to form the club and appoint the Lord Provost James 
Taggart as its first president.

The present club, with 45 members, meets each Tuesday lunchtime in the Royal 
Northern and University Club in Albyn Place. 

A dozen other Rotary clubs in the Aberdeen area meet throughout the week, 
either for breakfast, lunch or dinner. 

To mark this milestone, as well as a civic reception being kindly hosted by the 
City of Aberdeen in April next year, the Rotarians are supporting Guide Dogs for 
the Blind. 

There has already been £5,000 been donated towards the training of one puppy, 
who is called Bramble. 

A cheque for a similar amount, to sponsor a second puppy, will be handed over 
shortly.

The fundraising will continue with a Golf Challenge at Deeside Golf Club on June 
2, 2016. 

If you would like more information about Rotary and its involvement in the local 
community (in addition to playing a major part in the goal of eradicating polio 
throughout the world), please visit www.rotarygbi.org or for the Golf Challenge, 
please contact secretary@aberdeen.rotary1010.org

—
Exceed picks up ADTI staff
WELL management and performance improvement specialist Exceed has 
joined forces with eight former members of senior staff from Applied Drilling 
Technology International (ADTI). 

ADTI's private equity owner, Sun European Partners, decided to close the 
business in May with the loss of 90 jobs.

Eight senior members from across the ADTI business looked at ways to continue 
to operate and following discussions they have joined Exceed as stakeholders 
through a newly-formed subsidiary to serve former ADTI clients and the wider 
North Sea market.  

This venture brings Exceed’s total number of staff to 30, with a further 20 
contractors working on projects in the North Sea, as well as internationally on 
projects in Canada, West Africa and south-east Asia. 

All of the new positions will be based at Exceed’s existing headquarters in 
Aberdeen.

Al Brockie, head of wells management at Exceed, said: “There is a strong 
strategic fit between ADTI and Exceed, with both companies offering a range of 
wells management services in different markets.

“The move also sends an important message to the industry in a time when 
thousands of jobs are at risk across all sectors and many talented professionals 
are being made redundant purely as a result of cost-saving measures. 

“Companies which are still in a position to continue expansion plans should be 
making the most of this opportunity. 

“The events following the closure of ADTI have been a prime example of how 
collaboration within the industry can secure jobs and livelihoods.”

Guide dog puppy Bramble, whose 
training is being paid for by The 
Rotay Club of Aberdeen
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Opinion
Mark Bentley

What to do when 
business dries up at home

LOW oil prices, shrinking margins 
(or no margin at all), loss of jobs and 
perhaps the decline of the industry as 
a whole – the topic has been hanging 
around us like a dark cloud for over a 
year now.

This begs the question – what is the future 
for the thousands of us working here in 
Aberdeen?  

In the service sector, most businesses follow 
the instinctive desire to hang in, hope for the 
local upturn and look further afield for work 
yet keep our companies based here in the 
North-east, but is this workable in the long 
term?  

We suggest yes, but not as we know it today, 
and offer training as an example.

The notion of working globally from North-
east Scotland is certainly less fanciful than it 
would have been a decade or two ago.  

What is fanciful is the notion that Aberdeen 
can simply export Aberdeen to an eagerly 
waiting world that just wishes to be, well, 
more like Aberdeen. 

The idea of “internationalising” is a simple 
and obvious one – the tougher question is 
how to do it well when there are plenty of 
emerging providers in other regions?  

The key would seem to be to avoid simply 
exporting the North Sea expertise but 
instead package the same skills in a more 
tailored way and/or offer unique bespoke 
products which others simply don’t, or can’t 
do so well.  

In our world of training this is readily 
apparent.  

AGR’s TRACS Training brand has always 
worked globally, and the brand distinction is 
the delivery of tailored courses, rather than 
off-the-shelf products.  

These take more time and effort to build and 
maintain than standard commodity products 
but they are internationally portable and no 
one comments on where we’re based. 

An extreme example of non-tailoring would 
be a training organisation known to us who 
designed a course based around the North 
Sea environment and exported it wholesale 
to the Middle East.  

The fact that the case study material 
embedded in the course was based on 
offshore projects didn’t seem to phase 
the course designers – driven by a belief 
in consistency, the lack of relevance of 
offshore technology for desert countries was 
comfortably overlooked. 

The tailored alternative is of course to drop 
the marine aspects.  

The more subtle but necessary effort is the 
complete deconstruction of the course to 
pick out the generic aspects relevant to the 
Middle East client group, add in the locally 
specific content which would not have been 
in the North Sea version of the course and 
rebuild the event around the interests of the 
new group.  

This all requires effort, and goes far beyond 
simply cutting out the “bits about the North 
Sea”, but that effort is necessary to transfer 
the skills and knowledge of the North Sea-
based experts to a new domain.  

It is our belief that exporting skills and 
experience from anywhere requires this type 
of approach, yet not all companies are doing 
it.  It is easier to simply try to export the 
standard products and activities, and see if 
that works.

The question for each of us in our respective 
businesses is therefore to open up the 
anatomy of our skills and products – literally 
take them apart and consider what is special 
or useful about each piece. 

Some things we have done and learned 
really probably were for the North Sea only; 
other things are not and therein lies the 
value. 

For sure, it is likely to be different, and 
“different” can still be based in the North-
east. 

A thought on tailoring from the world of E&P training
by Mark Bentley, training director,
AGR TRACS International
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IF YOU have ever advertised for a candidate stating “experience 
necessary”, did you stop to think where they might have gained that 
experience?

Developing a skilled workforce for the future is in everyone’s interests but not 
everyone is sure where to start and how they can help.

Last month, the Chamber’s skills network launched the Work Placement Toolkit, 
produced in collaboration with Aberdeen City Council, Aberdeenshire Council, 
Skills Development Scotland and other member organisations.

Work placements are a great opportunity to introduce young people to the 
reality of working life for a limited period of time, and are a key part of preparing 
a skilled workforce for the future.

The Work Placement Toolkit document is designed to give employers an easy 
guide to providing a work placement for secondary school pupils.

It explains the flexibility and simplicity of the process, as well as signposting 
readily available support for employers.

A copy of the toolkit was delivered to Chamber members along with their 
September Business Bulletin. To download your free copy, visit www.agcc.co.uk/
chamber-network/skills#tab4 or for a printed copy contact Mary Holland at the 
Chamber at mary.holland@agcc.co.uk

Toolkit aims to boost 
work placements
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ABERDEEN has been fortunate 
to avoid the financial crisis that 
struck the rest of Britain six years 
ago but the city now faces a 
significant downturn, following 30 
years of oil and gas triumphs. 

I read a report recently – Fuelling the 
Next Generation - A study of the UK 
Upstream Oil and Gas Workforce – 
that predicts that a total of 35,000 
jobs will be lost by 2019 as oil 
exploration and recovery operations 
decline, and new fields become more 
difficult to source and commercially 
exploit. 

It has also been estimated that more 
than 1,500 companies are operating 
within the energy sector in Aberdeen 
and surrounding areas, working 
together to generate the £57billion in 
tax revenue forecast by the Scottish 
Government for the period 2012-18.  

But, contrary to popular belief, 
Aberdeen isn’t just made up of 
lucrative oil & gas giants. 

I work with clients from small, medium 
and large enterprises spanning across 
a range of industries from construction 
and agriculture to banking and 
consultancy; each as determined as 
the next to survive and thrive in this 
unpredictable climate. 

Not all of my clients’ operations are 
impacted by what is happening in 
the oil & gas market, but a significant 
amount of them get the spin-off that 
a buoyant and strong energy sector 
creates, or are directly servicing oil & 
gas companies.

But when corporate giants are 
struggling, how can SMEs be expected 
to thrive? 

I believe the secret is innovation 
and evolution; the businesses that 
can adapt the quickest, and most 
effectively, will reap the rewards. 

When I meet with clients I ask them to 
take a step back, out of panic mode, 
and assess their business aspirations 
and strategy.

Downturns present businesses with 
a dilemma - to cut costs to conserve 
resources or to invest in new products 
and services to exploit competitor 
weakness. 

In Scotland, businesses that work 
in the oil & gas industry have to act 
quickly to reduce costs as the oil price 
plummets. 

This then affects the SMEs that sell 
to, or serve, the industry – from the IT 
suppliers to marketing – instigating a 
domino effect. 

To counteract this effect, it’s important 
to ensure the business strategy is 
malleable and proactive, predicting 
industry movements to get ahead of 
competitors. 

Surprisingly, being an SME in a 
downturn can be advantageous – as 
a small business, it’s likely to only have 
a small percentage of the available 
market.

The bigger businesses tend to suffer 
more dramatically and have to make 
major cutbacks to continue. 

This is a prime opportunity for SMEs 
to showcase exceptional products and 
personable customer service.

Clients approach me looking for 
simple, straightforward advice. 

Every business is unique but as a 
starting point, they may want to look 

Opinion
Derek Petrie

Survive and thrive
How to be a successful SME in 
the oil downturn

by Derek Petrie,
director of audit and accounts,
Hall Morrice LLP

“This is a prime 
opportunity for 
SMEs to showcase 
exceptional 
products and 
personable 
customer service”
Derek Petrie
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at a five-step guide that can be applied to 
any SME. 

The first step is to analyse the current 
service and product offering – look at the 
industry each product is servicing and 
whether this could be expanded upon. 

Are there any niche industries that could be 
worth exploring? Use this as an opportunity 
to expand into new markets with new and 
existing products.

Step two is about relationship building - 
invite prospective clients for coffee, or have 
an informal discussion over the phone; 
this exercise will strengthen potential new 
business opportunities.

Next step is to focus on the positives – in 
times of austerity it can be easy to fall into 
the habit of cost-cutting rather than actively 
applying revenue-generating activities. 

Inspire the team and spend time on sales 
and marketing. 

Practise self-promotion by publicising all of 
the positive work an SME is doing which will 
act as a refreshing change for news full of 
job cuts and closures. 

Sometimes cuts are unavoidable but try, 
where possible, to start small. 

Look at expenses closely – is there anything 
that could save the company money but 
will not compromise on revenue-generating 
activity? 

Try cutting back on any extra luxuries that 
are not essential.

And finally, I believe it’s really important 
to try – where possible – to keep up staff 
morale. 

Take a moment to brainstorm future-
proofing ideas together.

Actively initiating team-building activities 
will encourage staff collectiveness, unity 
and responsibility. 

Bibby's Lifetime focuses 
on human response to 
emergency
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THIS is obviously a very difficult 
time for the oil and gas industry in 
Grampian and many other parts of the 
world.  

The price of Brent crude oil has fallen from a 
peak of $115 a barrel in 2014 to just over $50 
at the time of writing. 

The industry has become used to price 
fluctuations but many people in the 
industry, including me, believe that we are 
going to have a few years of low oil prices.  

The futures markets, for example, are 
predicting that prices will rise slowly to 
about $70 by 2020.

Oil & Gas UK has estimated that the 
industry has lost over 5,000 jobs in 2015 to 
date and unfortunately many of those have 
been in the Aberdeen area.  

In recent weeks, Shell, Wood Group, Bristow 
Helicopters and Ensco had all announced 
more redundancies. 

I fear therefore that Offshore Europe 2015 
will be a gloomy affair. 

It is a strange time for the North Sea 
industry because capital expenditure has 
boomed recently.  

The high oil prices had resulted in the 
development of various fields previously 
deemed uneconomic, notably in the west of 
Shetland area.   

The capex boom will continue until 2017, 
despite the collapse in world prices. 

However, there will almost certainly be 
a huge decline in spending after 2017, 
although that could be offset to some 
extent by the decommissioning of fields 
such as Brent, Ninian and Murchison. 

The key challenge is obviously to 
reduce costs, for both operations and 
development.  

The Wood Report made many sensible 
recommendations about this, which have 
been accepted by both the UK Government 
and Oil & Gas UK.  

However, there is a huge difference 
between words and action. 

There has been little action to date, 
unfortunately, although the switch to three 
weeks offshore/on is sensible.  

The trade unions also appear to be taking a 
constructive attitude to the cost reduction 
problem, despite the job losses.

On a more positive note, there are 
diversification opportunities, notably 
offshore wind farms and marine energy, 
which I hope will be highlighted at Offshore 
Europe. 

There has been a massive growth in 
onshore wind in Scotland, as all Grampian 
residents will be aware. 

In contrast there has been very little 
progress offshore.

There are now many wind turbines offshore 
England but none in Scottish waters (unless 
you include the Solway Firth).  

There have been various plans for 
windfarms offshore Scotland, including 
in the Aberdeen bay, but none has gone 
ahead yet, partly because of the higher 
costs compared with the Southern North 
Sea.    

I believe therefore that there are good 
opportunities for oil and gas service 
companies in Grampian to diversify into 
offshore wind.  

They have shown little interest in that to 
date but the contraction in their main 
market should be an incentive.

That is also the case with marine energy – 
tidal and wave – where progress offshore 
Scotland has been even more disappointing. 

Alex Salmond once infamously claimed that 
Scotland would become the Saudi Arabia of 
marine energy.  

In reality, the government and other bodies 
have wasted a lot of money on badly 
managed marine R&D.  

I strongly believe that the oil supply chain 
in Grampian can make a very important 
contribution to the future development of 
tidal and wave energy.

It is not all doom and gloom!

Difference between 
words and action
by Tony Mackay

Tony Mackay, 
oil consultant 
and economics 
expert at 
Inverness-
based Mackay 
Consultants, 
looks at issues 
facing North-
east business
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Statoil shines 
with optimism 
for the future
STATOIL’S logo is a guiding star but in the UK North 
Sea at the moment it also represents the brightest 
star.

While many operators are slimming down, Statoil is carefully 
building up as one of the biggest projects in the sector 
comes to fruition.

It is almost 35 years since the Mariner field was discovered, 
but only three years since sanction was given for the field in 
which $7billion will be invested during its lifetime of at least 
30 years.

The theme of this year's Offshore Europe conference is "how 
to inspire the next generation" and Mariner goes a long way 
to achieving that on its own.

It highlights the longevity of the North Sea industry and also 
the challenges.

"A new graduate could potentially spend almost all of their 
career working on this project," said Chris Andrews, vice 
president asset management Western Europe.

However as well as recruiting graduates who will bring 
fresh ideas and innovation to make Mariner a success, the 
technical challenges which it poses as a heavy oil field 
are also attracting experienced personnel keen for a new 
challenge.

"Even before the oil price crash, we recognised that the cost 
base in the North Sea and elsewhere was too high and we 
were one of the earlier companies to start looking at how we 
do our business," said Chris.

"We have had a programme running for over two years 
looking at technical and organisational efficiency in Statoil 
and it has flowed through the company.

"It continues to do so and in terms of operations here in 
Aberdeen we have been using the local market and working 
with the suppliers to try and come up with better business 
models and lower the cost base.

"We have now awarded more than £1billion worth of 
contracts to the local supply market which is obviously a 
huge boost to the area."

Statoil has been a gas supplier to the UK since 1978 and 
opened its London office for trading in 1983.

It is currently in offices in Chapel Street which house 130 but 
next year will transfer to its purpose-built operations centre 
and head office for development and production activities 

“We have now 
awarded more 
than £1billion 
worth of contracts 
to the local supply 
market”
Chris Andrews

Chris Andrews, vice president asset 
management in Western Europe for Statoil
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on the UKCS at the Prime Four Business 
Park at Kingswells.

Mariner production is scheduled to start 
in 2017 by which time there will be 200 
onshore staff and a further 500 offshore. 

In addition to Mariner, Statoil is expanding 
its UK interests and the new office can cope 
with future expansion.

"We have had a really good response in 
terms of interaction with contractors and 
suppliers in the Aberdeen area but also in 
the commitment from them in response to 
all of our tenders," said Chris.

"The response to our recruitment drives 
has also been excellent although it may 
have helped that not many competitors are 
growing, especially in the long term. 

“Even so, the industry is an international 
one and we have to compete with projects 
around the world to get good people and 
we have some excellent people on board 
already."

As well as Mariner, Statoil is working on 
the nearby Bressay project which has 
recoverable reserves estimated at 100-300 
million barrels of oil. It is currently in the 
concept evaluation phase.

The big two - Mariner and Bressay - have 
proved to be the catalyst for further UK 
exploration by Statoil which, for several 
years, has been expanding its international 
portfolio and now has operations in 37 
countries.  

"We have looked at UK exploration in a new 
light," he said. "We have had success over 

recent years in the Norwegian sector looking 
for new plays in mature areas and using new 
technology to find new reserves.  

“That is something we are also trying to 
apply to the UK which is also a mature 
exploration region.

"In the last two licensing rounds, we have 
been very active and in the 28th Round 
we picked up 12 licences, nine of which are 
operated by Statoil. 

“We now have quite a good spread of 
exploration acreage around the UK sector 
from frontier acreage west of Shetland into 
more mature areas on the flanks of the 
North Sea basin.

"This year we have drilled two exploration 
wells as operator in the UK, the first for 
several years.  

“The Wall prospect is in the Catcher area 
and the Boatswain prospect is to the west 
of Mariner and a potential tie-back to the 
Mariner field.

"It is an exciting time for Statoil exploration. 
However it will be challenging.  

“We are chasing new plays in a mature area 
which is quite high risk but we think we have 
a wide portfolio to give some optimism for 
the future."

Alba

Hywind

Dudgeon

Sheringham
Shoal

Dogger Bank

Mariner

Bressay

ABERDEEN

LONDON

DUBLIN

Corrib

Production

Development

Wind farm

Future wind farm

Statoil office

Statoil in the UK

36,000 
tonnes 
topside 
weight

55,000 
barrels per 
day plateau 
production

700
long term 

jobs

The Mariner field

Jupiter

Boosting employee 
engagement could increase 
UK GDP by £25.8billion

JENNIFER GREEN, 
Bread PR
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The Annual 
Employment Law 
Conference
Date:  Thursday November 26, 2015
Time:  8am - 4.15pm
Venue:  AECC, Aberdeen
Cost:  £350 +VAT

Follow us
@AGCCevents

The Annual Employment Law Conference returns after 
another successful year in 2014. 
This annual conference for HR professionals is a unique North-east 
collaboration between three leading law firms – Burness Paull LLP, 
Pinsent Masons LLP and Simpson & Marwick – to provide relevant 
updates on legislation affecting industry.

It equips delegates with the essential information, knowhow and skills to 
deal with the demands of employment law and personnel management 
in an enjoyable way in the company of fellow professionals.

Topics at this year’s conference include

• Employment law update from the past 12 months

• Upgrading your Data Protection Toolkit

• Employing Overseas Nationals – routes to work in the UK

• Mind the gap! Reporting on pay differentials and other inequality issues

• Investigating the investigation

BOOK 
NOW

www.agcc.co.uk/
networking-events
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MMS promotes ethical finance
COMMERCIAL law firm Maclay Murray & Spens LLP (MMS) has become the new 
host partner of the Edinburgh Ethical Finance Roundtable series, following a 
year in which the firm acted on more than £200million of Shariah-compliant real 
estate activity in the UK.

The roundtable series of events is organised by the Islamic Finance Council UK 
which aims to promote better co-ordination and understanding of the shared 
values between Islamic finance and the broader ethical finance arena.

Barry McKeown, a property partner with MMS, said: “Ethical finance, and 
Shariah-compliant finance in particular, is a significant growth area that is 
increasingly helping to fulfil a number of funding needs in the UK as the economy 
returns to growth.

“By tailoring a property deal to comply with Islamic customs and financial rules, 
we can bring valuable foreign investment into the UK real estate market.”

—
Stonehouse move 
LETTING and property management company, Stonehouse Lettings, has moved 
into larger premises at Carden Place in Aberdeen. The move was a result of the 
company’s growing team in Aberdeen’s city centre.

In April 2015, Stonehouse Lettings acquired the lettings side of Bruce and 
Partners.  As a result of the acquisition, the firm’s 300 properties were added to 
Stonehouse Lettings’ portfolio of 1,800. 

Barry McKeown,
property partner,
Maclay Murray & Spens LLP (MMS)
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Charities gain Quality Scotland honours
TWO Aberdeen-based charities have been honoured at the Scottish Awards for 
Business Excellence organised by Quality Scotland.

Quality Scotland is a charitable organisation which promotes business excellence 
across Scotland in the private, public and voluntary sectors. 

ACVO won the Committed to Excellence award at the event, for “maintaining a 
consistently high level of ‘best practice’ quality procedures within the scope of its 
business excellence strategy”.

Claire Ford, chief executive officer, Quality Scotland said: “ACVO stands out as a 
prime example of how a commitment to sustaining business excellence can bring 
about transformational change to a social enterprise organisation in relation to its 
staff development and best practice programmes. 

“The staff and its many volunteers acknowledge that business excellence is a 
continual journey and can take great heart in what they have achieved with this 
‘Committed to Excellence’ success.”

Scottish charity Cornerstone received four-star Recognised for Excellence (R4E) 
accreditation from Quality Scotland. R4E is part of a European-wide recognition 
scheme helping organisations to achieve business excellence.

Cornerstone’s organisational development team has been working hard with 
staff over the last year to demonstrate high levels of performance against criteria 
such as leadership, strategy and people results - as identified within the EFQM 
Excellence Model.

Chief executive Edel Harris said: “Having previously been the first charitable 
organisation in Scotland to achieve the Recognised for Excellence Award in 
2011, I am delighted that we have once again been recognised for our working 
practice and continuous dedication to quality.

Claire Ford said: "This is an outstanding achievement by Cornerstone, to receive 
recognition for the second time and at a higher level.

“This recognition at ‘Recognised for Excellence’ level, clearly shows that 
continuous improvement is achieved through the commitment of employees 
and strong leadership, focusing on sustaining excellent practices for the future 
benefit of their communities across Scotland.”

Cornerstone provides care and support services for adults, young people and 
children across Scotland who live with learning disabilities, physical disabilities 
and other support needs. Since 1980, Cornerstone has grown to support over 
2,600 people each year across Scotland.

—
Japanese contract win for MBA
COMPETENCE assurance expert Maggie Braid Associates Ltd (MBA) has 
secured a key contract with FPSO contractors Mitsui Ocean Development & 
Engineering Co Ltd  (MODEC).

With a value of over £500,000, the contract requires MBA to conduct a full suite 
of competence assurance activities and is scheduled to continue into 2016 and 
beyond. 

Headquartered in Tokyo, MODEC provides FPSOs and operations and 
maintenance activities around the world and has engaged with MBA to produce 
a competence development and assurance system initially for their Ghana 
operation, with the desire to roll it out globally in the future. 

Mairi Martin, Claire Ford chief executive 
of Quality Scotland, Hilary Bennison, 
Debbie Masson, Edel Harris, Peter 
Nicholson chair of Cornerstone board
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Subsea alliance
BIBBY Subsea has formed a strategic alliance with Aqueos 
Corporation to provide subsea services jointly. 

The goal is to increase their respective market share and 
expand their global footprint in targeted offshore oil and 
gas markets. 

Bibby provides diving and diverless support vessels, 
manned diving, ROV and engineering services on a 
worldwide basis, while Aqueos provides manned diving and 
other subsea services in the Gulf of Mexico, Pacific Coast 
and Central America,

—
Blaze success  
BLAZE Manufacturing Solutions has secured deals with a 
trio of key oil and gas companies worth £3million.

The firm, headquartered in Laurencekirk, specialises in the 
design and supply of fire protection, fire and gas detection, 
control systems, loss prevention and consultancy services. 

To meet demand from clients the firm recently recruited 
eight staff to work between the company’s Laurencekirk 
and Kemnay offices boosting the number of employees to 
32 and 67 contractors.

—
Grangemouth opening  
PIPELINE equipment supplier John Bell Pipeline Equipment 
Co Ltd has expanded its presence into the Central Belt by 
opening a new office in Earls Court, Grangemouth.

—
Xtegrity push  
THE Equalizer Group has set up a separate service 
company, Equalizer Flange Integrity Systems (EFIS), 
headed up by general manager Alan Morrison to take 
forward the development of its award-winning Xtegrity 
system.

Alan will be responsible for managing and growing all 
operational and sales activities for Xtegrity which was 
developed as a solution to the industry-wide problem of 
dealing with heavily corroded or degraded bolts in flange 
joints. 

It takes away the need to remove corroded bolts by 
“replacing” them with a new bolts which clamp around the 
outside of the flange and are held in place with a floating 
frame.

Alan Morrison, general manager, 
Equalizer Flange Integrity 
Systems (EFIS)
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Will you be at 
the Northern Star 
Awards?

#TimeToShine
www.northernstarawards.co.uk

Thursday September 24, 2015
6.30pm - 12.30am

T 01224 343901
E events@agcc.co.uk

Book your 
place now
contact the events team or visit 
agcc.co.uk/networking-events

“A fantastic evening and very 
slick event on all counts, and we 
have attended and organised 
many award nights! We are 
revelling in our success and still 
delighted - and shocked - we 
won on the night with such 
tough competition.  We are very 
pleased we entered and know 
the award will make a huge 
difference to our business.”

Nenah Favelle, Director, 
Concerto Live

RECOGNISING COMPANIES AROUND 
THE NORTH-EAST FOR EXCEPTIONAL 
ACCOMPLISHMENTS



Congratulations to our finalists
Made in Aberdeen: best collaboration between arts and business
Finalists: Aberdeen Festivals / Statoil and North Hop Aberdeen / Frasermedia

"As a relatively new cultural organisation, Aberdeen Festivals is delighted to have been recognised 
for its collaborative approach to partnerships within the cultural and business sectors in the city.  
We are very excited to be shortlisted for the new ‘Made in Aberdeen Award."

Aberdeen Festivals / Statoil

Commitment to Innovative Use of Research & Development
Finalists: Embrion, Meta Downhole and N-Sea

"Meta’s dedicated team have created truly innovative products which are industry changing, 
meeting challenges that no other technology in the world can. Winning this award will 
highlight to the industry that Meta and its team are leaders and innovators."

Meta Downhole

Outstanding Contribution to the Energy Sector
Finalists: Blaze Manufacturing Solutions, Expro and Step Change in Safety

"This award will recognise the invaluable contribution made by Step Change in Safety 
– and ultimately the whole industry – to the safety of the North Sea and the people 
who work in it."

Step Change in Safety

Achievement in International Business
Finalists: Equalizer International, Flowline Specialists and Rigzone

"The entire team are thrilled, everyone has put in a great deal of effort and 
determination to make Rigzone the leading Oil and Gas media website.  We’re 
extremely grateful to our clients for their support during this challenging 
time in the industry."

Rigzone

Commitment to People Development
Finalists: Banks O' Dee Sports Club, Indigo Technologies and Stork

"Being shortlisted for this prestigious award means Banks O' Dee 
Sports Club is being recognised for its commitment to people. As a 
non-profit making organisation our mission statement is to reinvest 
in our business and our staff. This award shows our dedication in 
achieving this goal."

Banks O' Dee Sports Club

Overall Business of the Year
Finalists: CHC Helicopters, EFC Group (Electro-Flow Controls 
Ltd) and The Bryant Group (Scotland) Limited

"We have spent 30 years growing EFC Group, and its 
success is testament to the hard work of the whole team. 
Having the expertise of our people, quality of our products, 
and focus on safety recognised by the local business 
community is a great achievement."

EFC Group (Electro-Flow Controls Ltd)



Opinion
Geoff Jacobs

Oilfield services 
sector braced for 
ripple effect

THE full impact of cost reduction 
measures and the deferral or 
cancellation of capital projects in 
the UKCS is yet to be fully felt.

Among the oil majors, balance sheets 
have proved resilient, supported by 
low financing costs, coupled with 
their ability to defer exploration and 
development expenditure.

These strong companies are using 
the low-priced environment to 
deliver efficiencies while positioning 
themselves for the long haul. 

They are following the industry-wide 
trend of cost reductions and project 
deferrals with a view to reducing waste 
and clawing back value lost with lower 
oil prices.   

So it is the oilfield services supply 
chain that could feel the ripple effect 
and be hit with the most significant 
consequences.  

The next six to 12 months will be critical. 

Oilfield service businesses heavily 
dependent on UK operations, not 
sufficiently diversified across the life 
cycle, or which are highly leveraged, are 
likely to be exposed. 

We are increasingly concerned 
for these businesses as we are 
encountering more instances of 
companies experiencing stress and 
distress.  

Perhaps most concerning of all is 
instances of good businesses failing 
because they have not explored the 
market opportunities that are open to 
them. 

Taking action too late means that 
options such as business or asset 
sales are not being pursued before the 
shut-down insolvency option is all that 
remains available.

And there may be more challenges on 
the horizon. 

The economic and political conditions 
that started the oil price decline haven’t 
changed and the efficiencies being 
taken in the supply chain will continue.

Be aware of the challenges
Burying heads in the sand doesn’t 
work.  

It is much better to pro-actively look 
around and identify the dangers that 
might cause future difficulty.  

Taking early positive action, even where 
you may believe you are not affected, 
or going to be affected, increases the 
options available.  

Although it may not be until six 
months’ time that problems surface 
when current contracts come to an 
end, the implications from the new 
market dynamics should be fully 
considered.

Identify potential cash flow problems 
that may be looming in the months 
ahead and take early action to address 
matters proactively to maintain control 
of your destiny.

We are working with businesses to 
help assess their supplier risk in case of 
default or helping their supplier work 
through its challenges.  

Supplier failure can have significant 
implications – consider a situation 
where part-built structures are not 
completed.

Corporates and their stakeholders who 
have so far believed that their business 
can weather any storm, should at 
the very least re-assess matters to 
fully understand key risks including 
counterparty risk.

“Taking early positive 
action, even where 
you may believe you 
are not affected, or 
going to be affected, 
increases the options 
available”
Geoff Jacobs

by Geoff Jacobs,
director, restructuring,
KPMG
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Plan for the downside scenarios 
Refresh this regularly as supplier and customer positions are 
constantly changing.

Sustainable methods for improving efficiency, streamlining 
operations and entities, reducing costs, improving cash and 
working capital processes and devising contingency plans 
should be considered.

Independent challenge processes, looking at the business 
with an objective and clear lens, can help ensure that 
turnaround and contingency plans are robust, at the very 
least giving comfort to management and stakeholders that 
everything is being considered.

Consider partnerships and different ways of working - we are 
seeing instances where corporates help fund their customers 
and obtain payment at a later stage so that both parties 
share the risk.

Stakeholders are key
Communications and managing expectations can make a 
big difference through establishing and strengthening trust 
with key stakeholders.

Companies need to manage a myriad of stakeholder 
relationships - including shareholders, lenders, customers 
and suppliers, project counterparties, pension trustees and 
employees – all critical to their ongoing strength and value 
generation.

For example, major lenders are now undertaking a second 
round of assessments of their exposure to potentially 
stressed businesses so taking a proactive approach to the 
challenging conditions is particularly important.

Perceived loss of control may see financial stakeholders 
impose onerous conditions and information requirements, 
distracting management from the critical day job of running 
the business. 

If changes to financing terms, refinancing propositions or 
waiver requests are necessary, these will require careful 
preparation, supported by a credible plan underpinned 
by robust controls and demonstrable cash management 
processes.

A twin approach of strengthening business operations 
combined with managing the stakeholder positions will help 
differentiate a business from weaker market participants and 
earn the time and space to implement effective strategies to 
manage volatility and preserve value.

Fewer Scottish businesses failing but 
challenges remain
The latest quarterly statistics from KPMG reveal 
the number of business failing in Scotland has 
continued to fall but challenges remain for certain 
sectors, including the oil and gas industry which 
continues to struggle with the impacts of the 
depressed oil price. 

The figures reveal an 11% drop in the number of 
corporate insolvency appointments from April to 
June 2015 compared to the same period in 2014 
(240 – 214). 

Although a quarterly comparison with the first 
three months of 2015 (Jan – March) shows a 14% 
increase in business failings (188 – 214), the overall 
trend remains positive, as there were 16% fewer 
insolvency appointments made in the first six 
months of 2015 compared to the first six months in 
2014 (479 – 402). 

Administrations, which typically affect larger 
organisations, increased by 33% (15 to 20) from 
April to June 2015, compared to the same period 
in 2014. 

In comparison to the previous three months in 
2015, the same number of organisations appointed 
administrators (20). 

A six-month comparison shows an increase of 17% 
(34 to 40).

Liquidations, which tend to affect smaller 
businesses, decreased by 14% in comparison to the 
same period in 2014 (225 – 194). 

In comparison to the first three months in 2015, 
Scotland saw a small rise of 15% (168 – 194). 

A six-month comparison reveals a 19% drop in 
liquidation appointments (445 – 362). 

The wider challenges 
of energy security

POLICY UPDATE

Page 62

Comparison of Jan to Jun figures from 2009-15
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Derek Smith,
CEO,
Optimus Seventh Generation

DEKRA acquires Optimus
GLOBAL consulting, testing, and advisory firm DEKRA Insight has acquired 
Optimus Seventh Generation Ltd of Aberdeen, which specialises in safety 
consulting to industry.

The acquisition marks another expansion of DEKRA Insight’s portfolio of 
services and reach throughout the UK, Scandinavia, and beyond. Terms were not 
disclosed.

More than 65 highly qualified safety experts and consultants work for Optimus 
Seventh Generation, bringing the DEKRA Insight global workforce to over 550. 

The services offered by Optimus Seventh Generation include behaviour-based 
safety, on-site coaching and training, occupational health and safety trainin, and 
risk diagnosis. 

Optimus Seventh Generation CEO Derek Smith said the acquisition advances the 
firm’s mission to make a difference in the world of work. 

“DEKRA Insight’s dedication to safety excellence, along with its technical 
and operational capabilities, offers our clients more solutions for their safety 
improvement challenges,” he added.
—
Keenan expansion
KEENAN Recycling, based at New Deer, has started collecting organic waste 
from businesses in Glasgow and Edinburgh and has invested £700,000 in a new 
fleet of six lorries to meet the demands of the new service.

The specialist firm has already secured food waste collections from around 600 
businesses.

The move will help companies meet targets set out in The Waste (Scotland) 
Regulations, which requires any businesses producing more than just 5kg of food 
waste per week to recycle it by January 2016.

Keenan Recycling has appointed Malcolm Coppins as food waste collections 
manager with a team of four staff.
—
North wins Forum fit-out
NORTH has won a contract worth more than £1million, for the interior fit-out of 
the new Westhill facility for Forum Energy Technologies.

The work is part of a multi-million pound development which, on completion, 
will initially be home to 120 employees, bringing together five Forum businesses 
currently spread throughout Aberdeenshire. 

The new building will span 14,000 sq ft of office space, 40,000 sq ft of 
warehouse and 36,000 sq ft of outdoor yard space. 

Forum is a global oilfield products company, serving the subsea, drilling, 
completion, production and infrastructure sectors of the oil and natural gas 
industry. 

Its regional head office will remain at Cumberland House, Westhill, with Forum 
AMC continuing its manufacturing and operations from its current base in 
Findon, Aberdeenshire.
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IT IS now used as a conventional 
coffee table but at its height it was the 
latest must-see piece of technology 
that drew in the crowds.

Showcased by Codify at Offshore Europe 
in 2009, the Microsoft Surface was a table 
with an integrated hidden PC featuring a 
glass top surface which – when switched on 
becomes a flat touch screen monitor – was 
a great innovation. 

The mercurial pace of a continually evolving 
technology industry means the Surface can 
now be found as an intriguing coffee table 
in Codify’s boardroom.

After the coffee table moment at the 
previous show, the firm is continuing to 
push the boundaries and is tipping another 
Microsoft product – the HoloLens – to 
create a stir in the months and years ahead.

The HoloLens is described as the world’s 
first fully untethered, see-through 
holographic computer and it enables high-
definition holograms to come to life. 

The “mixed reality” experience being 
promised by Microsoft is designed to 
provide new ways to create, communicate, 
work, and play – with Codify believing the 
Windows 10 platform of the HoloLens 
presents its team with development 
opportunities far beyond gaming.

Although not hosting their own stand 
this year, the Codify team will be out in 
force at Offshore Europe as several of the 
company’s clients are exhibiting.

Founded in 2000 by Mark Griffiths and 
now celebrating its 15th anniversary, the 
Aberdeen based software specialist has 
come a long way, growing from a small 
office and two employees to a thriving 
business and 24 team members.

Graeme Humphrey, managing director of 
Codify, said: “The past 15 years have seen 
an incredible amount of change in the 
technology sector and as a small company 
we are incredibly proud of the growth we 
have achieved within that time.

“The very nature of the technology sector 
is one of fluctuation and innovation but it is 
these factors that mean the work is varied 
and fast-paced, which is great as we are 
always up for the challenge of keeping 
on top of the latest advances. There have 
been difficult times, the global recession 
hit us hard in 2009 and 2010 but we came 
through that into a stronger position, and 
the past two years in particular have been 
buoyed by a number of big contract wins.”

The Microsoft Surface Hub – the big brother 
of Codify’s original Surface – is another 
piece of kit grabbing the attention of 
developers. 

Instead of needing custom apps which only 
it would run, Codify could now develop 
standard Windows apps that would run on 
the Surface Hub or a regular PC. 

With improved resolution and display, 
the old favourite is set to be revived in 
contemporary form.

Codify contemplates 
the coffee table 
moment

Mark Griffiths and 
Katherine Rutherford with 
2009’s top tech, which 
is now used as a more 
conventional coffee table
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Bus facility improves rail links with airport
A NEW bus interchange facility has opened at Dyce railway station which will 
improve access to the shuttle bus service.

The £426,000 facility, which was designed and built by Aberdeen City Council 
and funded by regional transport partnership for Aberdeen City and Shire 
Nestrans, includes a dedicated bus access road, turning circle, connecting paths, 
bus waiting facilities, cycle racks and landscaping.

It includes a new bus-only access road and turning circle to the west of the 
railway line, on land owned by Aberdeen International Airport between Foinavon 
Close and the railway station.

The new facility will allow bus services to access the station with ease and will 
provide a direct bus link from Dyce Railway Station to Aberdeen International 
Airport, the heliports and the industrial estates across Dyce, allowing commuters 
and travellers to travel from train to bus seamlessly.

—
Xeretec move
XERETEC Scotland, part of the Xeretec Group, has moved from its former base 
in Marywell to new offices on the Tullos Industrial Estate due to a rise in demand 
from its clientele for its technical support offering in the North-east.  

As part of Xeretec’s managed print service, its technical support helpdesk 
remotely manages more than 10,000 Xerox printers around the UK, Ireland, 
mainland Europe and offshore.

—
Australian FEED win for Wood Group
WOOD Group has secured the 12-month $6million 
contract to carry out front-end engineering and design 
for the Woodside-operated proposed Browse Floating 
Liquefied Natural Gas Development, offshore Western 
Australia.

Wood Group Kenny will perform all design engineering 
for the insulated production flowline system required for 
the asset’s offshore gas-condensate fields - Brecknock, 
Calliance and Torosa – located 300km from the Kimberly 
coast.

—
Promoting early payment
ABERDEEN City Council has launched a new early 
payment programme that will benefit suppliers who 
provide goods and services to the local authority. 

The council is delivering the new service in partnership 
with Oxygen Finance Ltd, market leaders in public sector 
early payment programmes. 

The Supplier Incentive Service (SIS) will speed up the 
processing of invoices which will help local businesses by 
improving their cash flow, while also generating an income 
for the council. 

Under the SIS programme, payments will be made as 
soon as an invoice is authorised, rather than waiting for the 
contracted payment day. 

In return for suppliers being paid early, a small agreed 
rebate will be deducted from the invoice value. The rebate 
is proportionate to the number of days that the payment 
has been accelerated by, and is only applied if the early 
date is achieved. 
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Energy 
Feature

Bibby Offshore 
provides Lifeline to 
oil & gas industry

ON AN evening in September 2012, a rare sequence 
of events left one of Bibby Offshore’s saturation 
divers stranded in complete darkness, 90metres 
below the surface of the North Sea, without any gas 
to breathe.

The diver was rescued and recovered fully, but Bibby 
Offshore wanted to share its experience and the lessons 
learnt in the most effective way.

So, in collaboration with floating Harbour Productions, they 
created a documentary-style film Lifeline using real time 
footage and reconstruction of the event to recount the 
remarkable events that took place that evening. 

The Lifeline story
Lifeline demonstrates an example of human reaction 
to changing and challenging circumstances, and how 
leadership training, and the right behaviours, procedures and 
emergency response actions can tip the balance in a life and 
death scenario.

Due to the combined effects of unique faults in the dynamic 
positioning system, Diving Support Vessel (DSV) Bibby 
Topaz was left 190metres off position. 

At the time, diver Chris Lemons and his colleague were 
deployed subsea working in a drilling template. 

Although both divers got out of the template safely, Chris’s 
umbilical - which provided him with breathing gas, hot 
water for his suit and communications - became trapped 
and subsequently parted, leaving him alone and in complete 
darkness on the seabed.

After 40 minutes in incredibly harsh and life-threatening 
conditions, the professional and astute actions of Chris and 
the Bibby Topaz team resulted in Chris being rescued and 
returned to the bell, unconscious, but alive. 

He quickly made a full recovery, and the incident provided 
the unique opportunity to improve and enhance diver 
safety across the entire industry which Bibby Offshore was 
absolutely determined to grasp.

Lead QHSE advisor at Bibby Offshore Chris Cleghorn, who 
was onboard the vessel on the night of the incident, said: 
“Whilst technical safety films are hugely valuable tools, 
Lifeline does not set out to address safety issues from this 
point of view, rather it focuses on the human response and 
personal impact. 

“Lifeline does not 
set out to address 
safety issues … 
rather it focuses 
on the human 
response and 
personal impact”
Chris Cleghorn,
lead QHSE advisor,
Bibby Offshore

Diving Bell inside one of 
Bibby Offshore’s DSVs

Divers Chris Lemons and 
Dave Yuasa recovering 
the Dive Bell following 
Chris's rescue

Digital reconstruction of 
the Dive Support Vessel 
Bibby Topaz from Lifeline
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“In addition to the many lessons to be 
learned from the incident, its aim is to 
make us consider the consequences 
of things going wrong, and Lifeline is a 
vivid reminder of the preciousness of a 
human life.”

Lessons learnt
Bibby Offshore has used Lifeline 
extensively to engage with the industry, 
through regular communication with 
operators, subsea contractors and 
industry bodies. 

The lessons learnt from the incident 
and the initiatives identified, are also 
continually addressed through the 
company’s Diving Safety Workgroup 
(DSW). 

Directly after the incident, Bibby 
Offshore’s chief executive Howard 
Woodcock and QHSE director Dave 
Forsyth took the decision to form 
the DSW to take every step possible 
to identify how the safety of diving 
operations can be further enhanced 
and the risk reduced to as low as 
possible. 

The DSW is an output from the 
incident, and the means by which 
Bibby Offshore has continued to 
engage with the industry since the 
incident. 

Its scope covers safety in diving 
operations, technological development 
in diving equipment, gaining feedback 
from offshore teams and assisting 
with the implementation of identified 
enhancements while monitoring the 
effectiveness of them. 

The workgroup, which includes 
representation from the diving and 
QHSE departments, was set up to 
identify opportunities for improvement 
in diving operational practices, 
equipment, and procedures for use not 
only by Bibby Offshore, but across the 
wider oil and gas subsea sector.

The DSW has been instrumental 
in identifying improvement and 
enhancement opportunities to 
ultimately make diving operations safer, 
and Lifeline has been an invaluable tool 
in educating and driving engagement 
as part of the process. 

The whole Bibby Offshore team knows 
the 2012 incident could have ended in 
tragedy. 

However now the goal is to learn from 
the event, enhance technology and 
systems, and encourage the entire 
global diving industry to do the same, 
ultimately positioning Bibby Offshore 
as leaders in diving safety. 

Business Lessons I've 
Learned

COLIN LEYDEN
Falck Safety Solutions

Page 64

Digital reconstruction of 
the dive incident from 
Lifeline
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Member 
News

New office for Frasermedia
SCOTTISH PR and communications firm Frasermedia has tripled the size of its 
Aberdeen headquarters with a move into new premises in Albyn Terrace.

The new premises incorporate a work studio, green screen film studio, meeting 
space and training academy, to allow the business to develop its range of PR and 
communications services and media response and presentation skills training.

In the past year the business has seen a 60% increase in monthly retained PR 
income and last year invested a five-figure sum in the acquisition of an Inverness-
based PR firm to allow growth in the north.

—
Technology recycling
A COMMUNITY group on Deeside dedicated to recycling and reuse is offering a 
new, free service collecting unwanted technology from homes and businesses in 
the area. 

Recycle (Deeside Services) has been working in the local community for ten 
years, collecting, sorting and recycling plastic bottles.  

More recently it has opened a small shop called Kraftwork in Aboyne, where 
refurbished furniture and repurposed and recycled wooden pallets are sold. 

They also sell kindling, decorate horseshoes for weddings and other special 
occasions and produce handmade soaps.

It is a project run by Aberdeenshire Council’s social work department for people 
who may require training and support to access employment. 

Funding was recently secured to run the collection service for unwanted IT 
equipment for a trial period. 

Currently PCs, laptops, flat screen TVs and monitors, smart phones, tablets and 
printer ink cartridges which are complete, in working order and in reasonably 
good condition, having been purchased within the last few years, can be 
accepted.

The service will run for six months before being assessed.

Recycle (Deeside Services) is working with environmental organisations Re-Tek, 
an IT and technology reuse company which has operated in the business sector 
for more than 20 years and local company Enscape to run the pilot.

Enscape is providing management and logistics expertise to assist both Recycle 
and Re-Tek to implement the new service.

Recycle will collect the unwanted items, store, clean and package them for Re-
Tek to collect, securely wipe and refurbish the items for resale and reuse. 

For more information, or to arrange a collection, call (01339) 887114 or e-mail: 
recycledeeside@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

—
AAB reaches top 30
LATEST figures from trade publication Accountancy Age show that Anderson 
Anderson & Brown LLP (AAB) is now ranked among the top 30 UK accountancy 
firms.

The Accountancy Age analysis of the top 50 UK accountancy firms reveals that 
AAB has moved up 11 places from 38 in 2014 to 27, having achieved growth in 
excess of 30% over the previous year.

Pauline Cook,
managing director,
Frasermedia
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Feeling the pinch?
Talk to your employees

STAFF satisfaction means better 
business performance.

Research clearly shows that 
when employee engagement is 
high within an organisation, the 
company will do better. 

Engage for Success, a voluntary 
agency dedicated to championing 
the benefits of an engaged workforce, 
has linked high levels of engagement 
with productivity and says if the UK 
boosted its levels of engagement, this 
could mean a £25.8billion increase in 
the country’s Gross Domestic Product 
(GDP).

If an employee is engaged, it means 
they have an emotional commitment 
to their organisation and may display a 
number of positive work attributes.  

These could include feeling a sense of 
satisfaction in completing their job or 
a willingness to help their colleagues 
outside of their own role.

When times are tough economically, 
good staff morale becomes even more 
important.  

Employees may experience 
restructuring, redundancies, cuts in 
benefits, they may be left with a tighter 
team to complete the same work or 
feel a sense of general instability.  

So when organisations are feeling the 
pinch, how can they make sure their 
employees don’t?

Clear direction and communication 
from senior management is a must.  

It’s more important for leadership to be 
visible at a difficult time than any other.  

It’s better to be transparent and keep 
employees in the loop.  Silence will only 
feed the rumour mill.  

Keep your messages focused on the 
positives and on the future.  Explain 

that getting your head down just now 
will help to bring the company out of 
this difficult time and in the long run 
will benefit all staff.

Think about the different ways you can 
communicate with employees.  

In our personal lives we consume 
information in a variety of ways 
including online, in print, television and 
radio.  People also want to receive 
messages through multiple channels at 
work.  

You could hold regular town hall 
meetings or create vodcasts to share 
using e-mail.  

Perhaps you could consider using a 
corporate social media tool such as 
Yammer to release information and 
generate discussions.  Repetition works, 
so disseminate your messages on all of 
the channels at your disposal. 

It’s important to not just talk, but also 
listen.  

Communication is not a one-way street, 
so give staff the opportunity to raise 
concerns or give feedback.  

This is the easiest way to find out 
whether your messages are inspiring 
employees, or if more needs to be done 
to weather the storm.  

There are a number of ways to gather 
their valuable thoughts, including 
surveys, suggestion boxes or discussion 
forms. 

When times are tight and resources are 
squeezed it can feel like a leap of faith 
to invest in communication activities, 
but pulling back on the function might 
be a false economy.  

Communication should be steady and 
sustained, regardless of the climate.  

It is the hard work of precious staff that 
will carry an organisation through fire 
and water; make sure they are with you.

By Jennifer Green,
communications strategist, Bread PR

Opinion
Jennifer Green
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Member 
News

Legal appointments
THE Law Society of Scotland and the Court of Session have recognised 
the experience and capabilities of two partners at Stronachs LLP, with their 
appointments as specialist in employment law and Solicitor Advocate.

Eric Gilligan, who leads Stronachs’ employment team has been re-accredited as 
a specialist in employment law by the Law Society of Scotland. 

Colin Sandilands, who leads the firm’s Inverness office, has qualified as a Solicitor 
Advocate in a ceremony at the Court of Session.
—
Compliance platform move
INTERNATIONAL law firm Pinsent Masons has taken a majority stake in Cerico, 
the cloud-based compliance platform which it launched in conjunction with IT 
developer Campbell Nash two years ago.

Cerico is a technology-driven solution which automates many of the compliance 
processes businesses need as a result of legislation such as the Bribery Act and 
the Health and Safety at Work Act.

The platform enables businesses to ensure their suppliers and service providers 
undergo a thorough and regular compliance due diligence process in a quick, 
cost effective and auditable way.
—
Fortress launched
GLOBAL shipping and energy services firm, Craig Group, has launched its first 
F-Class vessel, the Grampian Fortress.

The IMT 958 multi-role emergency response and rescue vessel (ERRV) was 
christened in the Balenciaga Shipyard in northern Spain this week. 

She is the first of two F-class vessels in the group’s £110million investment, which 
has already seen eight vessels delivered to Craig Group in the last two years.

At 58 metres long, the Grampian Fortress features diesel electric propulsion via 
twin Azimuth Stern Drives. It is also equipped with daughter craft and fast rescue 
craft as well as being able to transfer and store limited deck cargo and provide 
offshore locations with fresh water and fuel if required.

The Grampian Fortress will be joined later in the year by the second F-Class 
ERRV, the Grampian Freedom.
—
LR Senergy widens focus
ENERGY services company LR Senergy has been awarded a number of 
contracts worth a combined $7million in the Middle East, Europe and Asia as it 
continues to adapt to the difficult and changing market conditions.

The Aberdeen-headquartered firm has always provided its services globally but 
the majority of its work has historically taken place in Europe and Africa – with a 
large proportion centred in the North Sea. 

That is now changing with a growing portfolio of contracts being secured in the 
Middle East and Asia Pacific.

The current low oil price and the comparatively high operating costs associated 
with the North Sea’s mature basin have impacted the market in the UK. 

As a result, LR Senergy has widened its focus to other regions that are less 
affected. 

This is the result of a longer term strategy within the company to diversify not 
only in regard to its product offering but also in its geographical areas of activity.

Recent wins include contracts with the Abu Dhabi Marine Operating Company 
(ADMA-OPCO) and other significant deals with the Kuwait Energy Company 
and Dragon Oil.

Eric Gilligan head of employment, 
Stronachs and Colin Sandilands who 
leads the firm's Inverness office
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News

Broadband grants
CLARK Integrated Technologies is helping businesses in the North and North-
east to tap into government grants of up to £3,000 to enable them to benefit 
from faster broadband.

Clark IT is participating in the Connection Voucher Scheme (CVS) available to 
businesses in Aberdeen, Aberdeenshire and Inverness.

CVS aims to assist businesses to meet the upfront capital costs of a high speed 
and high grade broadband connection to the premises.

"The CVS covers grants of up to £3,000 for setting up superfast broadband 
services and is a great opportunity for small and medium enterprises to upgrade 
their current services and reap the benefits," said Austen Clark, managing 
director of Clark IT.

Broadband Connection Vouchers are available to small or medium enterprises 
in qualifying areas where installation of a new broadband connection will cost 
over £100 and where the broadband service selected delivers a speed or 
performance improvement on the current connection.

Other eligibility rules apply and to find out more about options available to your 
business, contact Clark IT on 01888 511441 or email info@clark-it.com

—
Promoting Global Business
SUBSEA UK has launched an innovative online portal to help subsea companies 
export their skills, technology and expertise to key oil and gas provinces around 
the world.

The industry body, which represents the UK’s £9billion subsea sector, has 
also become an accredited trade partner of the UKTI’s Tradeshow Access 
Programme (TAP) which will see the organisation lead the way in facilitating the 
attendance of UK subsea companies at overseas trade shows. 

Subsea UK’s specially-developed portal, Global Business, is an exclusive online 
tool which provides regularly updated details on opportunities in over 20 
countries.

Developed as a starting platform for companies looking to expand into 
international markets, the portal will allow users to access intensively-researched 
industry reports, market data, related news and events to help them pinpoint 
exactly where the opportunities are out-with the UK. 

Users will be given their own secure log-in details to research how to go about 
doing business in Central, North and South America, Europe, Africa and in Asia 
Pacific.

—
Customer service recognition
ABERDEENSHIRE Council’s parking service has gained national recognition for 
commitment to customer service, after being awarded WorldHost Recognised 
Business status.

WorldHost is a world-class customer service training programme which has 
already been used to train over 160,000 people in the UK, including 3,000 
ScotRail staff in preparation for the 2014 Commonwealth Games.

Recognised Business status is awarded to those which have trained 50% or 
more of their frontline staff using any of the WorldHost training programmes and 
made a commitment to delivering excellent customer service. 

All of the council’s parking staff have now completed the one-day WorldHost 
Principles of Customer Service course.

Austen Clark,
managing director,
Clark Integrated Technologies
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Getting help 
to go green in 
business

A GENUINE lightbulb moment 
was the catalyst for our journey 
towards becoming what is today 
believed to be the UK’s most eco-
friendly hair salon.

It all started when my husband 
Gordon and I met award-winning salon 
designer Charlie Hearn at an industry 
seminar where he was discussing the 
use of LED lights.  

We would never have dreamed that our 
aim of replacing traditional lamps with 
a more eco-friendly solution would lead 
to a complete overhaul of our business 
practices and procedures.

Since that first meeting, the project has 
gained a momentum all of its own - as 
demonstrated by the completion of 
a major “green” refurbishment three 
years ago.

We’ve received tremendous support 
from a wide range of organisations 
which has helped us implement a 
comprehensive environmental review 
of our daily business operations.

Changes we’ve made to date include 
the use of recyclable materials, 
photovoltaic (PV) panels to provide 
electricity, solar thermal panels to 
provide energy for hot water, LED 
lighting that uses 80% less electricity 
and environmentally-friendly basins 
that have cut water consumption by 
64%.

From the beginning, we wanted to 
take our environmental responsibilities 
seriously and, in doing so, support one 
of the key targets of our long-term 
business strategy: namely, making the 
salon as close to carbon neutral as 
practicable by the end of 2016.

We’ve attempted to incorporate a 
sustainable approach right down to the 
fine details – everything from the use of 
recyclable materials and compostable 
towels to fitting carbon-neutral 
furniture and PV panels.

And yet these steps can add up to big 
savings over the long-term, particularly 
for other small firms, as well as helping 
your business stand out from the 
crowd. 

We have found there to be a great 
deal of help and support available to 
environmentally-aware firms. Here are 
five organisations we’d recommend:

• Energy Saving Trust: We secured a 
five-figure interest-free loan from the 
Energy Saving Trust which helped 
to pay for the refurbishment. We 
also received an interest-free loan to 
provide the business with low carbon 
transport.

• Carbon Trust: We have substantially 
reduced our carbon emissions, by 
94%, following implementation of a 
carbon management plan, endorsed 
by the Carbon Trust. 

• Zero Waste Scotland: We successfully 
cut the amount of waste being sent 
to landfill by 95% through improved 
procedures for waste management 
which has led to the company being 
used as a case study by Zero Waste 
Scotland. 

• Bright Green Business: In order to 
document our ongoing contribution 
to sustainable development, we 
have developed an environmental 
management system, Green Ticks, 
with the help of Bright Green 
Business. 

• Aberdeen & Grampian Chamber of 
Commerce: We have won 16 business 
awards, having been nominated 
for honours on 61 occasions. 
This included the 2014 Northern 
Star Green Award and the 2012 
Sustainability honour as part of the 
Chamber Awards, organised by the 
British Chambers of Commerce. Both 
honours helped increase awareness 
of our business and our green 
credentials.

By Lorna Milton, 
owner and director, Élan Hair Design

Opinion
Lorna Milton
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News

A local company unveiled the latest in 
driving technology in Scotland last month as 
it showcased a state-of-the-art simulator. 

The new technology is the first in Scotland 
and was launched by Driversity, the 
Aberdeen-based road risk awareness 
training company. 

It promises to offer motorists the type of 
challenging insight that was previously 
confined to the aviation sector. 

Fitted with a racing car style seat and 
controls, the full motion simulator creates 
one of the most realistic driving experiences 
possible with its rotating base and 
impressive visuals that allows the user to feel 
real impact from the uneven track and react 
to the feedback from the machine’s every 
movement. 

This powerful machine is the first of its 
kind to be open to members of the public, 
including individuals, businesses and 
children’s parties, as not only a training tool, 
but also as a fun, team-building activity. 

Steve Brown, a Director at Driversity, 
said: “We’re excited to be launching this 
advanced simulator for everyone to use as 
it’s not only going to transform the way we 
teach but also offers a real fun, and slightly 
competitive, element which should appeal to 
lots of people.” 

Driversity has years of experience of 
providing practical and cost-effective 
solutions, including risk assessments, 
developing policies and advanced driving 
training, to help businesses meet their 
individual corporate safety objectives.  

The driving simulator was officially revealed 
on Saturday, 1st August at Driversity’s 
bespoke Driver-Sity HQ at The Technology 
Centre, Bridge of Don, Aberdeen.  They are 
now open for bookings for team building, 
parties and much more. 

To learn more about Driversity and its 
services, please visit www.driversity.co.uk 
or check them out on www.facebook.com/
driversityriskmanagement

Local company reveals top of the range driving technology

WHO IS ON 
THE MOVE?

Page 72
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Policy
Update

Beyond bills – the 
wider challenges of 
energy security

Join the coversation
@chambertalk

The National 
Grid's spare 
capacity 
margins are at 
their tightest 
level in over 
a decade, at 
only 1.2%

ENERGY isn’t just about oil 
and gas, and the UK media has 
released plenty of news articles 
about utility companies’ charging 
practices and their "supernormal 
profits". 

The UK energy market faces 
challenges, despite the entry of several 
smaller suppliers in recent years. 

A Competition and Market Authority 
(CMA) investigation into the big six's 
pricing and acquisition practices found 
that 34% of respondents had never 
considered switching providers, and 
were likely to miss out on savings of an 
average of £160 a year.

However, perhaps the media’s focus 
should be directed at the structural 
problems in the UK's energy capacity 
market. 

Although peak demand has been 
dropping steadily since 2005, the 
National Grid’s spare capacity margins 
are at their tightest level in over a 
decade, at only 1.2%. 

Ofgem expects mitigation actions will 
be needed for up to nine hours a day 
in 2015/2016. 

For businesses, this could mean 
limitations in their allowed energy 
usage. 

The National Grid is already paying 
high energy users, like Tata Steel, to 

switch off in order to ensure the 
lights stay on for the rest of us. 

This “tightness” will increase 
the UK’s reliance on imports 
of energy from abroad, 
including the politically 
fraught European market. 

It may be unlikely that 
the UK will suffer from 
widespread power 
outages, but not 
impossible. 

There are substantial 
reasons for the UK 

Government to take strong action in 
an effort to do more than just “keep 
the lights on”. 

Instead of patching up supply and 
demand with short term solutions, the 
UK Government needs to take a long 
term approach. 

In partnership with British Chambers 
of Commerce, the Chamber 
submitted a 50-year energy security 
strategy briefing paper to the new 
parliamentary Energy and Climate 
Change Committee. 

We stressed the need for innovation 
like carbon capture and storage, 
and updates to take account of 
technological and geopolitical change. 

Additionally, it is important to unify 
the publicly available information on 
generation costs, emissions and the 
current energy mix.

The policy team will continue engaging 
with the committee and other leading 
energy ministers. 

The road to meeting carbon emissions 
targets should be driven by a diverse 
energy mix which continues to include 
fossil fuels. 

Scottish Parliament 2016 Manifesto
The Chamber’s policy team is now 
developing a manifesto for the 2016 
Scottish Parliament elections, which 
will promote our members’ needs to 
politicians in devolved policy areas like 
local taxation and affordable housing.

All members who wish to add their 
voice to our manifesto are welcome to 
attend our steering group meetings, 
where we will gather each sector’s 
policy priorities for the next Scottish 
Parliament. 

We can also meet with you individually 
- contact Irina Bonavino at irina.
bonavino@agcc.co.uk or 01224 
343936.
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What makes your company, and what you do, 
unique?
Falck Safety Services is a global safety training company with people at its 
heart. Our business is about ‘people helping people’ – that is exactly what 
we do. 

Without our employee’s hard work and continuous commitment to 
improvement, the organisation would not be what it is today.  

What is the most unusual piece of business your 
company has won?
When the new regulations for the Emergency Breathing System (EBS) 
came into place for the BOSIET and FOET survival courses, we knew it 
would be a large-scale project. 

We understood that a detailed planning schedule was needed due to the 
time restraints – but we were dedicated to our customer’s requirements 
and we were up for the challenge! In the UK, the project delivered the EBS 
training to over 24,000 people over an eight-week period in six different 
locations spanning the whole of the UK. Logistically, this involved a six day 
week of training being delivered from 6am to 7pm to ensure all delegates 
were trained in time for the deadline.

To meet the increased demand, not only did we deliver training onsite but 
we were able to train on offshore installations, vessels and at the major 
heliports. Even now, we are continuing to deliver this training meeting our 
customer’s requirements, wherever that may be. 

What is the toughest lesson you have learned? 
Nothing is done until it’s done. Planning is easy, and planning for every 
eventuality is always the best approach, however there is only so much 
planning you can do. 

Challenges are likely to crop up from time to time to try and catch you off-
guard, however it is important to try and best prepare by asking all the ‘what 
if’ questions. That way, if something unusual does crop up, we are able to 
overcome it as a team. We spend a lot of time in meetings asking ourselves 
the ‘what if’ questions. 

If you could change one thing in terms of your 
business environment, what would it be?
More time! We know as a business there is so much more that we can 
do to help support our customers we just need more hours in the day. 
Competency is one of our key business values and in order to help drive 
training competency, it would be great to get the opportunity to spend 
more time with our delegates to support them before, during and after their 
training with us.  

Falck Safety Services, which 
delivers realistic training 
in a safe and controlled 
environment using the 
most recent equipment 
and simulators, has 
strong industry expertise 
servicing the global oil and 
gas, shipping, renewable 
energy, military and aviation 
industries, and last year 
trained over 340,000 people.

Colin Leyden
Managing director,
Falck Safety Services UK

Business lessons 
I’ve learned
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Which of your company values means most to you?
We have six core values: Accessible, Competent, Efficient, Fast, Helpful and 
Reliable and all of these run through the entire Falck organisation. All of our 
employees know the six values inside out. To single one value out is near 
impossible. All employees endeavour to demonstrate each of these values on a 
daily basis and these values make Falck the company it is today. 

What is the biggest barrier to growth for your 
business at the moment?
Being a global organisation, there are always regional, political and cultural 
barriers that we have to face. But on the other end of the scale it also opens 
up a lot of opportunities for us and it’s about being able to prioritise these 
opportunities. As a business we are continuously looking to better service 
other industries out-with oil and gas. We are always looking for opportunities 
to ensure our business grows and is at the forefront of safety training for all 
business sectors.  

If you could make one thing happen tomorrow in the 
North-east region, what would it be?
The North-east is an extremely vibrant and capable sector of the UK. There 
have been recent efforts into improving its infrastructure and I think this is 
important to make the city more accessible for businesses. 

October focuses on the 
finance sector
INTRODUCTING THE Y FACTOR
Teaching pupils the importance of a business 
plan
—
BIG INTERVIEW
Mark Berrisford-Smith, head of UK economics 
HSBC on what lies ahead for the nation's 
finances
—
Find out how insight and intelligence can help 
your business succeed
—
Our Northern Star winners in full
—
HOT TOPIC
What would you print off a 3D printer?

October
Finance focus
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Export
documentation

As a top tier global provider of 
products & services to the oil & gas 
industry, Baker Hughes has a presence 
in over 80 countries. 

Most, if not all, have exports regularly 
sent throughout the year from all 
the UK divisions and their product 
lines which are facilitated by the UK 
Centralised Logistics Group. 

With almost a daily requirement to 
provide our customers with these 
documents, we benefit from our 
partnership with the Chamber in a 
number of ways. 

Many countries require certificates 
of origin to allow smooth clearance 
through their national customs 
authority. 

The documents team at the 
Chamber provides a professional and 
knowledgeable service and does so in 
a friendly and helpful manner. 

They are always readily available to 
assist with any questions or concerns 
before or during the application 
process.  

The Tradecert web-based tools allows 
for a simplified, user-friendly and cost-
effective application process which 
results in a quick turnaround time for 
the issue and provision of certificates.

Kevin Dinnes - UK Logistics 
Operations Manager, Baker Hughes

at the Chamber

Top three countries*

We can help with online export 
documentation and processing services

Documentation support
We provide a documentation processing service for

• EC Certificate of Origin

• Arab British Certificates of Origin and Movement Certificates

• EUR1

• A.TR 

• ATA Carnet

We can also arrange for documents to be legalised either at the 
Foreign & Commonwealth Office or at an embassy.

The majority of our documents are processed online.

Letter of credit
We offer a comprehensive letter of credit service on two levels

• Full preparation of all documents and presentation to the bank

• Examination of your documents prior to presentation to the bank

For more information
Contact the export documentation team

T 01224 343908

E documentation@agcc.co.uk

For more insight
www.agcc.co.uk/content/export-documentation * Figures from the Chamber's export documentation team taken in June



For more information
Contact the export documentation team

T 01224 343908

E documentation@agcc.co.uk
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“THE best piece of advice I have ever learned is not to try and be someone 
you're not. In my early days as a senior leader I was fortunate enough to work 
for a very inspirational line manager who pushed me hard to develop myself 
in my role. I found the guidance and direction he offered very insightful and 
helpful for the most part, as he pushed me to try new ways of working and 
different styles of leadership. However I began to feel like he was trying to turn 
me into a carbon copy of himself, but what became apparent was in fact the 
exact opposite - my line manager absolutely valued the difference between 
us, he was simply encouraging me to view situations from other perspectives 
to broaden my understanding and awareness. Stay true to who you are, but 
understand and value the differences between you and others.”

“I’VE made so many mistakes since starting out on my career, that I could 
probably write several volumes of advice that I would give myself and this 
brings me to the first piece of advice: don’t be afraid to make mistakes.  This 
is how we learn and gain experience and I’ve noticed that the people who are 
willing to put themselves ‘out there’ and risk making mistakes are the people 
who get further in their careers.

That said, it’s important to make your mistakes in a safe environment where 
the stakes are low! Where the stakes are high, this leads to my second piece 
of advice: ask for help.  Often, a misguided sense of pride prevents us from 
asking for help when we need it.  Remember that asking for help gives a 
huge compliment to those you ask and will show maturity as well as prevent 
mistakes when you don’t need them.

Both making mistakes and asking for help require courage and humility – 
something I lacked early in my career but I’m sure I would have got further 
faster if I’d had this wisdom when first starting out”

“MY ADVICE would be: find your tribe.  I am a creative person born into a 
traditional family so first tried to pursue careers in teaching, even book-keeping, 
before leaving to run my own photography business.  All that experience was 
very useful as a small business owner but it meant I took a long time to find 
what I really love.  Now, as head of brand at Imajica, I can indulge my creative 
curiosity every day as we harness the power of brand to help businesses attract 
new customers.  So I would tell myself to speak up.  Find a mentor and, most 
importantly, listen to what they have to say.  I would encourage myself to build a 
network of like-minded people for support so we could urge each other to ‘feel 
the fear and do it anyway.'”

If you were starting business 
life over again what advice 
would you give yourself?

Robert Garnish, 
Head of branch,
John Lewis Aberdeen

Tina Sibley, 
Development coach,
ON Purpose

Amy Marsh, 
Head of brand,
Imajica

Hot
Topic

DO YOU HAVE AN OPINION 
YOU'D LIKE TO SHARE?

business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk
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Monthly 
Competition The 

month in 
tweets...

The Law Practice
@TLPProperty
Chuffed with the positivity on our
@alzscot #chairty plans, thanks
@chambertalk for sharing! ow.ly/PAPul

Join the coversation
@chambertalk
@AGCCevents
@AGCCtraining

FOR the chance to win our August Caledonian Sleeper 
ticket giveaway, participants were asked to return to the 
Twitter stage and share their mini manifesto describing 
what they would do if they were let loose in Downing 
Street, using the hashtag ‘#PMfor1day’. A big ask for 140 
characters!

From the inspiring to the entertaining, competition was 
strong and the bar was high. Suggestions varied from 
approving the expansion of Heathrow, to building a giant 
waterslide from Inverness to Southampton filled with 
custard. A credible alternative to HS2?

However, there can only be one winner. Entries were 
put to a vote and Euan Gillies from Technip emerged 
victorious with his pledge to have at least one employee 
under 30 on the board of all FTSE 100 companies. 
He will now be heading off to London courtesy of 
Caledonian sleeper (tea with the Prime Minister not 

- The promotion is free to members to enter and no purchase is necessary

- Date of travel is subject to availability

- Tickets must be claimed within one year of notification.

Genoa Black
@GenoaBlack
Loving @EmpLawyerAndy blog 
'Working for Generation X' #millenials 
vs #generationx bit.ly/1KSGLIX 
#wecompletelyagree @chambertalk
#Business Bulletin

Andrew Smith
@abncommunity
@EngagePR_Live @CopthorneABD @
chambertalk Looking forward to alot of 
fun with all delegates and @FMAaberdeen 
& @AFCCT!

No.10 Bar&Restaurant
@No10Aberdeen
Thanks to @Chambertalk for some 
more coverage regarding our End of 
Era party! agcc.co.uk/news-article/e... 
#CHANGEISCOMING

James Bream
@JamesBream
@chambertalk member @lofthussigns 
comes to rescue of Carron fish bar. Robin 
Willamson #hero #kerpow #newsign 
#mars

Euan Gillies @egillies
@chambertalk predictable but I would 
force all FTSE 100 companies to have 
at least 1 person <30 y/o on their board! 
#PMfor1day

The winning tweet

Euan Gillies @egillies

@chambertalk predictable but I would 
force all FTSE 100 companies to have 
at least 1 person <30 y/o on their board! 
#PMfor1day

Some of the runners up

Richard Corrigan @richardcorrigan

@AGCC_Seona @chambertalk @
CalSleeper build giant waterslide from 
Inverness to Southampton, filled with 
custard. As good as HS2 4scots!

Charlotte Stewart @char_lotte88

@chambertalk I'd subscribe chamber 
membership for all businesses, what 
better way to help economic growth? 
#pmfor1day

Mike Dee @MikeDee_AJL

@AGCCresearch Sell 10 Downing St, 
take the money to Vegas, hit a casino, 
put it all on red, take winning, sort global 
economy #PMfor1day

For your chance to win a pair of first class Caledonian 
Sleeper tickets to London, tweet @chambertalk with a 
picture of where you’ve seen the September Business 
Bulletin being read at Offshore Europe, with the hashtag 
#BusinessBulletin. Good luck!
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Training
Calendar

Date Course

2
Wed

HMRC END Use Awareness (1/2 day)
Take advantage of the Shipwork End Use (END) system - navigate the rules

2
Wed

Networking Effectively (1/2 day)
Build great business relationships

3
Thu

Doing Business in the Middle East
Understand the Middle East Business culture and win contracts

14
Mon

Advanced Negotiation Skills (2 days)
Turn difficult scenarios into opportunities

15
Tue

Reception and Telephone Skills
Present a positive first-and-lasting impression

15
Tue

Presentation Skills
Deliver a confident and effective presentation

16
Wed

Essential Management Skills (2 days)
New managers or managers who need to refresh or develop their skills

16
Wed

Negotiating and Influencing Skills
Tactics, the skills of persuasion necessary for success

21
Mon

Effective Email Newsletters
Getting it opened, writing the best content and strategic campaigning

23
Wed

Comodity Codes (1/2 day) - Morning
Avoid penalties for wrongly assigned codes or over-reliance on a freight 
forwarder's judgement 

23
Wed

Introduction to Import Duty Savings Mechanisms (1/2 day) - Afternoon
Reduce or remove your custom duties

24
Thu

Resilience Survive and Thrive (1/2 day)
Handle disruptive situations and crises and learn to 'bounce back'

24
Thu

Train the Trainer
If you run training courses, or coach on a one-to-one basis, then improve your 
technique

25
Fri

Assertiveness at Work
Clearly communicate your point without causing conflict

29 
Tue

Global Trade and Customs Compliance (1/2 day)
Avoid costly operational, financial and reputation penalties

30 
Wed

Export Documentation Explained
Understand what is involved in documentation - save time and money

September

For full course 
listings visit
www.agcc.co.uk/
courses

"Working with the 
Chamber has been 
excellent... it has 
really gone a long 
way to improving 
our performance 
and influencing the 
behaviour of our 
workforce"
Richard Begbie,
Director of HSE & Risk,
Scotia Homes

See the whole story
http://bit.ly/1DOLn7B

—

Vocational 
Qualifications
Scottish Vocational 
qualifications are based on 
standards of work-based 
competence, designed 
by Sector Skills Council in 
partnership with industry 
and awarding bodies. There 
are no tests or exams, 
competence is assessed 
in the candidate's own 
workplace.

For more information
Susan Staniforth 

T 01224 343917
E susan.staniforth@agcc.co.uk
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Litho Print | Digital Print | Signs & Labels | Exhibition & Display | Promotional Gifts

Hareness Road, Altens Industrial Estate, 
Aberdeen AB12 3LE

T: 01224 875987
E: info@compassprint.co.uk   

www.compassprint.co.uk

For ALL your print 
and promotional 
requirements 

Events 
Calendar

Date Event Time

3
Thu

AGCC Property Network (members only)
Pinsent Masons LLP, Aberdeen

12pm - 2pm

4
Fri

City Connections
Aberdeen FC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

8
Tue

OE15: Inspiration and aspiration
AECC, Aberdeen

7.30am - 9.30am

10
Thu

Offshore Europe Evening Reception 
(invitation only)
AGCC, Aberdeen

5.30pm - 7.30pm

17 
Thu

Northern Star Business Awards Finalist 
Reception (invitation only)
Thainstone House Hotel, Aberdeen

4.30pm - 6.30pm

22 
Tue

The Age of Efficiency: the battle to control 
travel costs
Village Urban Resort, Aberdeen

11.45pm - 2pm

24 
Thu

Northern Star Business Awards 2015
AECC, Aberdeen

6.30pm - 12.30am

28 
Mon

Sean Fitzpatrick On Leadership
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

6pm - 9pm

Thanks to our sponsors

Book events online at www.agcc.co.uk/networking-events

September

Date Event Time

1
Thu

Norway International Trade Lunch 'n' Learn
AGCC, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

2 
Fri

What gives you the edge? (invitation only)
Ardoe House Hotel & Spa, Aberdeen

11.45am - 2pm

October

Sean 
Fitzpatrick
On Leadership
DATE:  Mon September 28, 2015 
TIME: 6pm – 9pm
VENUE: Ardoe House Hotel &  
 Spa, Aberdeen

Sean Fitzpatrick, rugby star and 
former All Black, is the speaker in the 
next in the Chamber’s acclaimed On 
Leadership series. 

One of the most capped players in 
the world, Sean is a truly inspiring 
motivational speaker, relating his 
experience and successes as an All 
Black Captain to being successful in 
business.

He is founder of the sport-to-business 
leadership company Front Row 
Leadership offering consultation, 
leadership and motivational advice 
to senior global management 
at companies such as Microsoft, 
Renaissance Capital, Hewlett Packard, 
Nestle, General Motors and Heinz.

BOOK
NOW
agcc.co.uk
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On the 
Move

Duncan Baillie

LUX Assure has appointed 
Duncan Baillie as business 
development manager, 
OMMICA™ product line.

In his new role he will be 
based at LUX Assure’s head 
office in Edinburgh and will 
be responsible for global 
business development and 
sales of the company’s 
OMMICA™ product. 

Frank Maclean

Global marine technology 
company Kongsberg 
Maritime has appointed 
Frank Maclean as general 
manager for the offshore 
division of its base in 
Aberdeen. 

Frank has more than 35 
years’ experience in the oil & 
gas industry, most of it with 
Kongsberg Maritime.

Fraser Robb

IT support company Eskimo 
Intelligent Solutions, a Chess 
Group plc company, has 
appointed Fraser Robb as 
an IT support engineer/
gadgeteer to support the 
company’s recent growth. 

He joined the company 
following six years at 
various oil & gas supply 
and managed service 
companies.

Ross Richardson

Stork has appointed Ross 
Richardson as vice president 
for human resources in its 
UK and Africa region. 

Ross’s responsibilities 
include leading Stork’s UK 
and Africa human resources  
function in support of the 
company’s strategy and 
business objectives and 
representing the region in 
the company’s global HR 
team. 

Steve Combe

Prodrill Energy Resource 
Solutions has appointed 
Steve Combe as a senior 
recruiter.

Steve joins the team 
with more than seven 
years’ recruitment 
industry experience, 
having previously held 
recruitment roles in technical 
engineering, drilling and 
well management, as well 
as recruiting for internal well 
resources.

John Forrest

Specialist environmental 
services and equipment 
provider MSIS has 
strengthened its board 
with the appointment of 
John Forrest as new non-
executive chairman. 

John, whose career in the 
upstream oil & gas industry 
spans more than 35 years, 
is currently chairman of 
PDG Helicopters and Task 
Fronterra.

Karen Russell

NorSea Group (UK) Ltd has 
appointed Karen Russell as 
its first UK finance director. 
Karen becomes the third 
addition to the group’s 
executive team as the 
company grows its activity 
across Scotland in both 
the decommissioning and 
subsea support sectors.

Gemma Spiers

Johnston Carmichael has 
recruited Gemma Spiers as 
its new marketing director. 

She is responsible for 
shaping and delivering 
Johnston Carmichael’s 
strategic marketing 
operations across its 11 
Scottish locations, reporting 
directly to CEO Sandy 
Manson. 
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ARE YOU ON THE MOVE?

Let us know at 
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Steve Moir

Sky-Futures, the UAV 
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicle) 
inspection specialist for the 
oil and gas industry has 
hired a new engineering 
manager, Steve Moir at its 
Aberdeen office.

The expansion in the region 
comes after the company 
gained the largest ever 
investment into a drone 
business in Europe to date, 
£2.5million, during its series 
A funding round.

Stewart Fotheringham and Sarah Thompson

Sarah Thompson has joined Reed Hospitality and Leisure. 

Sarah will be managing the temporaries desk and will be 
working alongside Stewart Fotheringham who covers all 
permanent recruitment for hospitality for Aberdeen. 

Jen Hughes has now moved over from the hospitality desk 
to head up the temporaries desk on business support.

Ian Smith and Gillian Hasting

Central Investment has added two new senior appointments 
to its team.

Gillian Hasting joins the Aberdeen-based company as a non-
executive director and Ian Smith has taken up the position of 
operations manager.

Craig Loney

Mattioli Woods has 
strengthened its Aberdeen 
wealth management team 
with the appointment of 
Craig Loney, who will be 
based at its offices on 
Queens Terrace.

Craig’s experience spans 12 
years within the financial 
services sector and includes 
underwriting, advising with 
a leading mortgage and 
insurance broker and wealth 
management. 

Caroline Sodersten and Marianne Russell

Bond Dickinson has recruited three new lawyers to its 
Aberdeen office following its record result for the 2014/2015 
financial year.

Marianne Russell joins the oil and gas team as a solicitor, Ian 
Woodward-Nutt joins the regulatory team as a consultant 
and Caroline Sodersten joins the real estate team as an 
associate.

The Aberdeen office played a key part in Bond Dickinson’s 
recent financial success, which saw the firm achieve annual 
revenues of £106.4million, a 7 percent increase on the 
previous year.
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On the 
Move

Moira Gordon, David McCurdy and David 
Henderson

FG Burnett has welcomed back senior surveyor Moira 
Gordon to its Aberdeen office after two years. 

She was formerly employed as part of the valuations and 
rating team but returns in a new role in the agency team.

Senior building surveyor David McCurdy also returns to the 
Scottish commercial property consultancy in the building 
consultancy team.

David Henderson has moved from his former role as 
property manager to join the firm’s agency team.  

Now working closely with Richard Noble, director in charge 
of agency and head of retail, David will be acting for clients 
in the sale, letting and acquisition of retail properties. 

Julita Szwed

Accounting consulting 
and recruitment specialist, 
Hutcheon Mearns, has 
added to its consulting 
team with the appointment 
of chartered accountant 
Julita Szwed as a senior 
consultant.

Julita qualified as a 
chartered accountant with 
KPMG in 2013 and has 
developed her experience in 
senior finance roles with ALS 
Oil & Gas and LR Senergy.

Shaun George

One of Scotland’s largest 
family law teams has joined 
Brodies LLP from Simpson & 
Marwick. 

Partners Shaun George, 
who is based in Aberdeen,  
Richard Smith and Lisa 
Girdwood and are all 
accredited family law 
specialists and they take 
with them their 12-strong 
team, including associates 
Donna McKay, Lydia 
McLachlan and Nicola 
Kerr, senior solicitor Susie 
Mountain and solicitors Zoe 
Wray, Rachael Latcham and 
Louise Borrowman.

On the move?
Let us know at 
business.bulletin@agcc.co.uk

Margaret Frazer

Margaret Frazer has joined 
the Chamber as research 
manager. She is responsible 
key account management 
and aims to develop the 
research team’s profile and 
its client base by providing 
a wealth of experience 
in both traditional and 
more innovative research 
techniques as well as 
strategy development for 
client businesses.

Ann Foster

Ann Foster has joined the 
Chamber as vocational 
qualifications lead assessor. 
Her remit is to assist in 
the planning, delivery and 
expansion of the Chamber’s 
Vocational Qualification 
programmes. She brings a 
broad range of occupational 
experience in service 
provision, management 
and business development 
within private, public and 
third sector organisations in 
the UK and overseas.
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Member 
News
Graduate record
ABERDEEN-BASED accountancy firm Hall Morrice has recruited a record 
number of graduates.

Seven new graduates and placement students will be working with the 
independent firm as part of its strategy to fuel future growth by fostering the 
very best new talent.

Hall Morrice has a high level of previous success in honing the skills of graduate 
accountants – it has a graduate retention rate of over 90% and several staff 
members who started their careers with the firm are now in managerial and 
director roles. 

The firm has appointed five graduates – Jonny Henry, Aileen Rollo, Sarah 
McDonald, Peter Cowan and Chris Stout – and has also taken on Robert Gordon 
University (RGU) placement students Kelsey Simpson and Sharon McRuvie to 
work with them in the academic year.

“We have always found that developing and nurturing our own talent has 
produced the best results for us,” explains Shonagh Fraser, Partner at Hall 
Morrice.

“We expose our graduates to a wide range of different clients, industries and 
responsibilities, ensuring they receive meaningful training while also being well 
supported as they continue their studies towards qualified status."

—
Oil & gas boost for Scrabster
SCOTLAND’S most northerly mainland commercial port, Scrabster Harbour, has 
had an increase more than 100% in its oil and gas vessel tonnage, boosting traffic 
levels by 52%.

Sandy Mackie, trust manager for Scrabster Harbour, said: “The growth in energy-
related traffic shows that Scrabster Harbour is ideally placed for oil and gas 
vessels. 

“As the closest mainland port for oil & gas activity off the west of Shetland, and 
many installations in the northern North Sea, we offer huge benefits to existing 
and potential clients.” 

One of the recent arrivals at the harbour included the 11,600tonne well 
intervention vessel the Island Constructor which is working on contract for BP. 

Mobilisation works on this ship allowed businesses from across the area to 
capitalise on the project while the vessel was berthed. 

Scrabster Harbour assisted the vessel with taking on water, stores and bunkers, 
engineering works, crane hire, haulage, transport for crew members and waste 
services.

—
SYP finds it Can Do
SYOP, an online property portal developed with Imajica technology and aimed at 
saving sellers thousands in fees, has won a place on the prestigious Can Do Scale 
Programme, which will be led by professors from Harvard and MIT.

The event will mark the first time the two world-class business schools have run a 
course together anywhere in the world and is aimed at entrepreneurs looking to 
set up or grow a global business in Scotland.

Kevin Davidson, SYOP director who will be attending the course said: “Our 
business aims high and we want to scale-up globally and raise more than 
£1million of external investment. 

“By learning from the best, we hope to be the best and achieve our goal 
of empowering people globally to sell their own property and cut out the 
middlemen.”

SYOP (syop.co.uk) is the fixed-price property portal that allows property sellers 
to market their own property without the need for costly estate agent fees. 

The 2015 graduate intake at 
Hall Morrice
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New
Members

Aberdeenshire Voluntary Action
AVA is the third sector interface for Aberdeenshire

17 South Street 
Mintlaw 
Peterhead 
Aberdeenshire 
AB42 5EL

T 01771  623655
E david.rodger@avashire.org.uk
W www.avashire.org.uk
C David Rodger - Chief Executive
_
Anthony J Drew Associates
Specialist coaching & mentoring services for senior management

15 Springfield Park 
Kinross   
KY13 8QS

T 01577 863040
E info@ogilvieross.co.uk
W www.ogilvieross.co.uk
C Anthony Drew - Partner
_
Barclays Bank
SME & Corporate Banking with Private Banking offering also

Union Plaza
Ground floor
1 Union Wynd
Aberdeen
AB10 1SL

T 01224 816246
E mark.mccue@barclays.com
W www.barclayscommercial.com
C Stuart Brown - Business Development Director
_
Carnegie Knox
Accountants to SME and contractors

R & A House
Blackburn Business Park
Blackburn
Aberdeen
AB21 0PS

T 01224 798200
E alana@carnegieknox.co.uk
W www.carnegieknox.co.uk
C Alana Innes - Client Manager

Close Brothers Asset Finance
Asset finance company

Thainstone Agricultural Centre 
Thainstone 
Inverurie 
Aberdeenshire 
AB51 5XZ

T 01355 572370
E marie.duffy@closebrothers.com
W www.closeasset.co.uk
C Marie Duffy - Telesales Manager
_
Driversity Risk Management Ltd
Occupational driving and vehicle risk management including compliance, 
driver training, policy consultancy, behavioural education, Operator of full 
motion driving simulator

Unit 10, The Technology Centre
Claymore Drive,
Bridge of Don,
Aberdeen
AB23 8GD

T 01224 466322
E callum.black@driversity.co.uk
W www.driversity.co.uk
C Callum Black - Director
_
Event-TM
Technical services for corporate and social events

4 Links Street  
Aberdeen  
AB11 5EX

T 01224 518200
E tim@event-tm.co.uk
W www.event-tm.co.uk
C Tim Barker - Director
_
Kamya Consulting Ltd
Core Business - Structural Engineering - Buildings/Bridges

9 Binghill Park 
Milltimber 
Aberdeen  
AB13 0EE

T 07748 654893
E admin@kamyaconsulting.com
W www.kamyaconsulting.com
C Bernard Kamya - Director
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Welcome
to the Chamber

Muckrach Country House Hotel
A Victorian Shooting Lodge with 13 rooms in the Cairngorm National Park, 
set in 10 acres surrounded by pastureland and a Scottish Castle. With 13 
individually designed bedrooms, this boutique hotel with a Coffee Shop & 
Restaurant enjoys fantastic views of the Cairngorm mountains.

Muckrach Country House Hotel 
Dulnain Bridge 
Grantown on Spey  
PH26 3LY

T 01479 851227
E info@muckrach.com
W www.muckrach.com
C Pamela Bates - Business Development Manager
_
RQT Precision Engineering Ltd
Design Engineering, Design Consultancy, and CNC Manufacturing Services

Units 5-7 
Wellheads Road
Farburn Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 7HG

T 01224 774013
E ds@rqtprecision.co.uk
W www.rqtprecision.co.uk
C David Scalley - Managing Director
_
RQT Precision Engineering Ltd
Engineering services, design consultancy, and manufacturing services

Units 5-7
Wellheads Road
Farburn Industrial Estate
Dyce
Aberdeen
AB21 7HG

T 01224 774013
E ds@rqtprecision.co.uk
W www.rqtprecision.co.uk
C David Scalley - Managing Director
_
S-Connect Limited
Technology distribution -S-Connect distributes best of breed Monitoring, 
Industrial Networking and Embedded Computing solutions to integrators in 
the Oil and Gas, Marine and Industrial sectors. We provide mission-critical, 
reliable, safe, flexible and ruggedised systems for everyday as well as 
challenging applications.   

Unit 6 
23 Rubislaw Den North

Aberdeen  
AB15 4AL

T 01224 329075
E mosesi@s-connect.ltd.uk
W www.sconnect.ltd.uk
C Moses Ida-Michaels - Business Manager, Scotland

Station House Media Unit
Station House Media Unit (SHMU) established as a charity in 2003, is one 
of the core cultural organisations in Aberdeen, and is at the forefront of 
Community Media development in Scotland, supporting residents in the 
seven regeneration areas of the city in the radio and video production, 
traditional and on-line publications, music production and digital inclusion. 
The organisation also supports other disadvantaged communities, both 
geographic and communities of interest, with an employability and training 
arm and a programme for offenders, both pre and post release.

Station House Media Unit 
Station House 
Station Road 
Aberdeen 
AB24 2WB

T 01224 515013
E studio@shmu.org.uk
W www.shmu.org.uk/fm
C Brian Woodcock - Funding & Business Development Manager
_
TVP Film & Multimedia Ltd
Video production, 3D animation & aerial imagery (drones)

2 Queens Lane North   
Aberdeen 
AB15 4DF

T 01224 633503
E info@tvpstudios.tv
W www.tvpstudios.tv
C Ricky Wood Jnr - Director
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Photo 
Diary

Golfers at the IMI CCI 3rd Annual Golf Shield Alexia Cujus

Colin Parker and Bruce Fairweather
Team and individual winners - Colin Lewsey, Steve Abel, Andy 
Woodward, Graham Barrett, Barry Cairns and Andy Chan 

Jamie Allan Matthew Helme

The third annual IMI CCI Golf Shield took place 
on Thursday July 23, 2015 at the Newmachar 
Golf Club, Aberdeenshire, organised by 
the Chamber events team. The overall 
winner of the shield was Graham Barrett of 
ConocoPhillips for the second year running.

The winning team - Andy Woodward, 
Barry Cairns and Graham Barrett
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